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THE CHEDI LUŠTICA BAY

EXPLORE IN STYLE

INDULGE IN STYLE

REJUVENATE IN STYLE

ROMANCE IN STYLE

TEE-OFF IN STYLEE

Imagine a holiday home designed with sophistication; luxuriously crafted and equipped to deliver the legendary Chedi experience.
As part of The Chedi Luštica Bay hotel complex, the Chedi Residences are an astute choice,
combining both holiday home and investment opportunity.

OPENING JULY 2018

For details on condominium investment programme,
please email us at info@lusticabay.com

THE CHEDI LUŠTICA BAY
MONTENEGRO TIVAT 85323 RADOVICI T +382 (77) 200 100 F +382 (77) 200 105 info@chedilusticabay.com

www.chedilusticabay.com

WELCOME

to

LUŠTICA

BAY

LUŠTICA BAY, deeply
rooted in local and
regional landscape
and culture, presents
the perfect place from
which to explore and
enjoy the natural
beauty that
surrounds it

LUŠTICA BAY IS A DEVELOPMENT like no other. The goal of
Luštica Bay’s parent company Orascom is nothing less than the
creation of an authentic and sustainable new seaside community
deeply rooted in the local and regional landscape and culture. The
highest environmental standards deliver an eco-friendly present and
a sustainable future, preserving the local landscape and wildlife and
reducing the resort’s carbon footprint to the minimum.
Impeccably designed and finished villas, townhouses, apartments
and condominiums, most with glorious panoramic views over the bay,
provide a mix of homes to suit both local and international buyers
and families of all sizes. A build that boasts the highest architectural
standards, Luštica Bay echoes the region’s traditional coastal villages
and draws on the landscape’s innate hues, textures and topography.
The resort is centred around the picturesque marina village, with
berths for over 176 boats and a selection of buzzy waterfront
restaurants, cafes and bars. The Chedi hotel opens this summer,
bringing five-star glamour to Luštica Bay.
Now underway is planning for Centrale, Luštica Bay’s inland heart,
where residents will find all the facilities you’d expect in a town –
including a school, clinic, market, park and parade of shops.
Sportsmen and women will thrill to the prospect of Montenegro’s first
18-hole championship golf course, built to a Gary Player design – as
well as the wealth of outdoor activities available on their doorstep.
The Luštica Bay masterplan design has been recognised by a 2013
Award of Excellence from the American Society of Landscape
Architects. It promises to deliver a lifestyle in harmony with nature
and the local landscape, where year-round residents and holidaymakers alike can relish the barefoot luxury of genuine wellbeing.
Luštica Bay itself is clearly an exceptional project – and even more
than that, it has a uniquely fortunate location in the Adriatic jewel
that is Montenegro. For a small country, Montenegro offers an
extraordinary variety of landscapes. Serene coastline gives way to a
wild, exciting interior, where dramatic mountain peaks tower over
forests and lakes that remain largely unspoiled, yet accessible. Among
Montenegro’s treasures are five national parks, Europe’s last tract of
virgin forest, and the world’s second-deepest canyon. The country
boasts one of the world’s highest biodiversity indexes.
The Luštica Bay emphasis on enjoying the outdoors is reflected
across Montenegro; hiking and biking trails wind among the villages
along the beguiling shoreline. Those who prefer the seaside will not
be disappointed. Sailing, paddling, kayaking, snorkelling and
swimming are all popular – unsurprisingly, given the strikingly clear,
calm waters of Trašte and Boka Kotorska, which boast underwater
limestone caves, archaeological ruins and varied fish species.
Diverse landscapes rich in wildlife and a clement, gentle climate
with plenty of sunshine make Montenegro an adventurer’s
playground and Luštica Bay presents the perfect place from which to
explore and enjoy this beauty.
You’ll find much more about Luštica Bay’s past, present and future
over the following pages. In the meantime, as CEO Darren Gibson
explains, ‘2018 is a tipping point for us. By the end of the year we will
have completed the two most important anchors in phase one of the
project – the marina and The Chedi hotel – and we will be
approaching a critical mass in terms of property, facilities and
residents. More challenges lie ahead, but for now we take pride in
what we’ve achieved and our buyers can see the vision become
reality. These are exciting times for us.’
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Orascom Development, the company
behind Luštica Bay, takes a long-term
planning view. This visionary approach is
set to pay dividends, says laura tennant
UŠTICA BAY IS SO SENSITIVELY WOVEN into the local
landscape it’s hard to believe that in 2008, the only buildings in the area
were some old military barracks and the ruins of a romantic AustroHungarian fort. The peninsular was empty, virgin coastline and Luštica
Bay itself a mere gleam in the eye of Orascom’s visionary chairman,
Samih Sawiris.
Luštica Bay’s original planners were entrusted with the task of turning
this spectacular site, a former military training ground of 6.9 million square
metres, into a living, breathing Montenegrin town; a place where some
residents would buy second homes and others live all year round.
The building project might take as long as 15 years, but even when the
community’s infrastructure is completed, Orascom will continue to
operate, manage, and run the town’s services in consultation with its
residents, as it does in all of its other town developments. The company’s
management comprises not only strong financial managers, but also
people of vision – architects, engineers and urban planners who design
with the long-term future in mind.
Ultimately, Luštica Bay will include a richly diverse property portfolio,
two world-class marinas, seven hotels and a Gary Player-designed
signature 18-hole championship golf course, not to mention beaches,
shops, restaurants and cafes, sporting facilities, schools and medical
centres to cater to the community it set out to develop.
Excitingly, 2018 marks the completion of phase one of the project.
‘We’re rapidly approaching a critical mass, both in terms of physical
construction and numbers of residents,’ says CEO Darren Gibson. ‘It has
been extremely satisfying to reap the rewards of all that hard work and
have the key elements in place.’
Back in 2008, it was important the team took time to plan, research
and reflect. The master plan they devised covered the architectural
standards they sought to achieve and the aesthetic they envisaged,
always focusing on the community they intended to welcome and the
eco-sustainability of the entire infrastructure.
The team spent days travelling up and down the coast, taking
photographs and making sketches, particularly in Perast and Herceg Novi,
studying the vernacular architecture and how people lived in it. They
looked not only at the more obvious features, such as city squares, but
also at the simpler details – perhaps a space housing no more than a
bench, but a bench with a fantastic view. All of those typographies fed
into the architectural palette and overall scheme developed
for Luštica Bay.
It wasn’t until 2013 that ground was broken for phase one of the
development, and construction began on the first 10 apartment
buildings. From the very start, certain key values informed Orascom’s
vision and strategy, as Darren Gibson explains. ‘We have a
genuine concern that our project integrates with the local
community and we happily invest heavily in

story so far
worthwhile projects. It’s very important to ensure that we enjoy a sound
long-term relationship with the community because without their
acceptance, we fail.’
The support isn’t just financial – although donations so far amount to
around €1.2 million, the majority sponsoring sports, educational and
cultural initiatives, as well as some infrastructure projects. ‘We also make
sure our project is open and transparent, and available to the local
community and that really sets us apart from some of our competitors.
We’re clear that local and regional residents are just as important to the
future of the project as foreigners buying holiday homes here.’
Environmental standards were another essential building block.
Low-density development preserves the indigenous landscape and leaves
a refuge for the local flora and fauna. Green construction methods
include the use of regional building materials, water conservation, waste
management and energy-saving technologies. Renewable energy is used
where possible, a pedestrianised network means car use is minimised,
and Luštica Bay will be the first location in Montenegro to host a Tesla
charging station for electric motor vehicles.
Later in 2013, work began on the marina, a phase one ‘anchor’ which
will keep residents, holiday-home owners and visitors coming to the
resort year after year. This work is now coming to a triumphant
conclusion, with two hotly anticipated openings this summer: The Chedi
Luštica Bay hotel and the first state-of-the-art marina in the development.
A 176-slip main marina accommodates boats up to 35m in length, while a
sizeable secondary mooring that will include 50 berths for vessels of
varying sizes is also planned in the medium term. Yachting and marina
services will include repairs and maintenance, fuelling, electricity, security
and access to professional maintenance staff – and if seafarers decide to
drop anchor, the delights of Luštica’s Marina Village await. Its elegant

master plan and changed the balance of properties, especially in the
areas of Centrale and the golf course. We’d originally intended to build
villas almost exclusively; now, responding to market demands and a new
focus on local and regional buyers have meant a much more diverse
blend of property types.’
Respect for local knowledge extends to the retailers negotiating for
shop fronts in the marina village. ‘We wanted business people who
understand how to sustain a business year-round in this market. That
means an emphasis on experienced and high-quality local and regional
businesses with loyal followings who they’ll bring to Luštica.’
The development of Centrale, a town centre which will be the heart of
Luštica, continues apace. Phase two of the project will see the
completion of the market, school, clinic, shops for all residents’ day-to-day
needs, emergency services and a blend of studios and apartments. Public
space will be a vital component, with an esplanade, gallery, community
space, piazza, park and streets, shaded by Montenegro’s native cypress,
olive and pine trees.
Darren Gibson’s town planning background in Australia’s public and
private sectors means he is able to take the long view and see the bigger
picture of which Luštica is a part. ‘It seems to me that the Montenegrin
government has a clear idea of the social and economic reforms that are
necessary to deliver a more efficient and better-functioning market
economy,’ he says. ‘For me, the human infrastructure, in terms of qualified,
capable resources and the soft skills required in the service industry, such
as the quality of service you get in a taxi, in a café, at the hotel reception
desk, are just as important to the development and long-term success of
the tourism industry as the development of airports and roads.
Montenegro is a country with enormous potential.’
In the meantime, it’s all hands on deck at Luštica. ‘We’re still a small
team, and although we all have a core job, people are also prepared to
roll up their sleeves to get things done. Am I surprised at what I
sometimes find myself doing? Absolutely,’ laughs Darren Gibson. ‘I can be
involved in the detailed financial aspects of the project or meeting with
high-ranking government officials, and the next moment I can be making
decisions about hotel furniture, infrastructure design or PR and
advertising campaigns. The breadth and scope of the development is
such that, whatever your background, you can never be fully prepared.’

LUŠTICA BAY’S
PLANNERS WERE
ENTRUSTED WITH
TRANSFORMING
THE SITE INTO A
LIVING TOWN
harbour seafront is home to bars, restaurants and a stylish collection of
holiday shops (think fashion, beauty and beachwear), as well as marine
services outlets including chandlery and charter operators.
Just as important to Luštica’s signature blend of luxury, wellbeing,
natural beauty and thoughtful architectural aesthetic is The Chedi Luštica
Bay. ‘Alongside our focus on integration, the first years of the project
have emphasised delivery – the physical construction of these key
elements,’ says Darren Gibson. This chic five-star hotel will be a serene
oasis, with food as stellar as its interior design and spa. Residents will now
have the glamorous outpost of a renowned international hotel brand on
their doorstep – just the ticket for a little rest and relaxation after a hard
day’s hiking or sailing. The Chedi and the marina are far from the only
important milestones in the development’s history. In 2014, permission
was granted for the development’s Gary Player-designed golf course (see
our feature on page 76) and in 2015, a summer launch party celebrated
Luštica’s first year of operation, with properties handed over to the first of
our happy residents. In 2016, Orascom took on a sister project, with plans
to convert the dramatic fortress island of Mamula at the entrance to the
Boka Kotorska bay into a hotel and spa.
The realisation of these early aspirations has meant ‘a very different
story can be told’ to prospective buyers, points out Darren Gibson.
‘We’ve seen a very significant increase in public interest and exponential
growth in the number of other business operators who want to join the
project.’ Looking to the future, he emphasises the importance of ‘nimble,
flexible planning that responds to the needs of the various markets that
affect our business. For example, we recently part-reviewed our original
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ULTIMATELY, LUŠTICA BAY WILL INCLUDE a richly diverse property portfolio, two world-class marinas, seven hotels and a Gary Playerdesigned signature, 18-hole championship golf course, shops, plus restaurants and cafés, sporting facilities, schools and medical
centres for the community – all within easy reach of vibrant coastal hotspots such as Kotor, Tivat and Budva
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Get to the heart of Montenegro by taking part in its varied festivals.
From art, film, music and theatre to food and wine, the country
celebrates its distinctive culture throughout the summer months

MAY-JUNE
TIVAT MAGNOLIA DAYS
This event encourages citizens to make Tivat even more beautiful for visitors by growing
flowers. The floral celebration is as popular among local people as among tourists, as the
town blooms beautifully in the early summer.
LUSTICABAY.COM
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JUNE

TIVAT
ŽUĆENICA FEST

A unique festival that celebrates
žućenica (endive); old and new
recipes are showcased, alongside
traditional singing and dancing.

JUNE-JULY

JUNE
TIVAT INTERNATIONAL CARNIVAL
Tivat hosts its inaugural international carnival in June 2018 – it is hoped this will
be the first of many. The provisional schedule includes a parade and a concert
featuring a top local singer as the highlight of the event; a parade for children and a
masquerade at sea are also planned. The carnival is being devised by the Maškarada
organisation, a local favourite for its popular events.

PERAST
INTERNATIONAL
FESTIVAL OF
KLAPA
Klapa polyphonic singing is
indigenous to the Boka region.
This festival brings together noted
performers, writers and historians.

JUNE, JULY, AUGUST

TIVAT SUMMER
FESTIVITIES

Throughout June, July and August,
the Tourist Board of Tivat organises
events and celebrations, including
gastronomical evenings, folklore and
musical performances, concerts by
famous rock and pop artists,
exhibitions, souvenir fairs, olive and
wine festivities, sports programmes,
and much more.

JULY

TIVAT INART
STREET
PERFORMANCE
FESTIVAL
A three-day festival hosting
musicians, dancers, theatre
ensembles and animators from
Montenegro and the world.

JULY

JUNE
BUDVA PAŠTICADA FEST
This festival promotes pašticada, a traditional beef dish typical of the coastal area.
Music and children’s programmes are also on offer.
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KOTOR FESTIVAL
OF THEATRE FOR
CHILDREN
The mayor of the city offers the
children of Kotor the keys to the
gated old town in a festive
ceremony which launches 12 days
of plays, stories and music
performed by an international cast.

LUSTICABAY.COM

JUNE - AUGUST
TIVAT PURGATORIJE FESTIVAL

Also known as the International Festival of Mediterranean Theatre, this is a summer-long
feast of theatre, concerts, film and exhibitions.

AUGUST
LUŠTICA BAY THE CHEDI LUŠTICA BAY OPENING EVENT
On 17 August, Luštica Bay
hosts what promises to be
the party of the season – the
official opening event of The
Chedi Luštica Bay. Read
more about this five-star
hotel in our feature on page
66 – bookings are already
being taken and the hotel’s
spa and restaurants are
sure to prove a magnet for
guests and visitors alike. The
launch party is an exclusive
invitation-only event.

diary
AUGUST

KOTOR CARNIVAL
FESTIVITIES
Don a costume and join Kotor’s
annual summer carnival
extravaganza. The closing party
goes on until dawn.

JULY-AUGUST
BUDVA
THEATRE CITY

JULY-AUGUST
KOTOR ART FESTIVAL

Since its launch 17 years ago,
this multidisciplinary art festival
has shown the work of
thousands of artists and hosted
hundreds of thousands of
people from across the world.

AUGUST
BUDVA
SEA DANCE FESTIVAL

An award-winning annual electronic
music festival, held on Buljarica Beach,
one of the most pristine in Montenegro.

JULY

PERAST FAŠINADA
Watch the citizens of Perast load
stones onto their boats and throw
them into the water around Our
Lady of the Rock in the Bay of
Kotor. The aim is to extend and
strengthen the islet and the
ceremony stems from a
long-standing tradition of mariners
laying a rock on this man-made
island following each safe return
from a sea voyage.

JULY

KOTOR SEAROCK
FESTIVAL
This annual rock music festival
is held on Kotor’s Summer
Stage. The 2018 headline acts
include cult American indie
folk band Sun Kil Moon
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AUGUST

HERCEG NOVI
FILM FESTIVAL

A celebration of the work of local
film makers and European arthouse
cinema, held in open-air locations
around Herceg Novi.

AUGUST

HERCEG NOVI OPEROSA
MONTENEGRO
A vibrant showcase of young Balkan
opera talent.

This prestigious arts
event was founded in
AUGUST
1987 and takes over the KOTOR BOKA
plazas and squares of NIGHT
This traditional boat carnival,
held in Kotor Bay on the third
the Old Town in a
Saturday in August, attracts
tens of thousands of visitors.
festival of theatre.

Lustica Bay

news

Ahoy
there!

Luštica Bay launches
its marina and waterfront promenade
LUSTICABAY.COM

LUŠTICA BAY’S MARINA VILLAGE COMES TO LIFE IN SUMMER 2018 with the opening
of boutique shops, restaurants and cafés along its wide, tree-lined promenade and the sweeping
breakwaters providing a walkway to admire the sea views.
The centrepiece of this part of the resort is, of course, the state-of-the-art marina. Providing passage
between Luštica Bay, the Bay of Trašte and the Bay of Kotor Unesco World Heritage site, it will be a
fully equipped coastal hub with everything seafarers could need for a summer of sailing.
Completion of the first phase will mean accommodation for 50 boats, with one dock of stern-to-quay
wall berths for boats between 20m and 35m and a floating pontoon with berthing for boats from 10m
to 18m. Expect 24-hour yacht assistance from a multilingual professional team and all the usual services
provide by an international marina. Phase two of the project will deliver a total of 176 berths.
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A BUOYANT SUMMER SEASON
Sun worshippers will be pleased to hear that the beach will be open
to homeowners, with a dedicated area for all hotel guests.
Keen golfers can take advantage of a golf practice range with bookable
sessions and lessons on offer from our golf pro Mr Dany. The spectacular views from the
range will prove as much of a draw as the golf itself and the team is busy working on the
development of the first holes on the main course.
The Luštica team is also bringing to life an exciting calendar of cultural summer
events, from sunset concerts to art exhibitions and culinary explorations. We will also
be celebrating new beginnings at Luštica Bay with a special opening event in mid-August.
Check lusticabay.com for details nearer the time.

ABOVE
Durmitor
national park
BELOW
Summer
vibes at the
Sea Dance
festival
LEFT
Vistas from
the practice
range

WELCOME TO MONTENEGRO – IT’S OFFICIAL
ADDRESSING THE MONTENEGRIN PARLIAMENT
in December 2017, prime minister Duško Marković paid tribute
to the resounding and ongoing success of the country’s
prioritisation of tourism. Montenegro has taken a long-term,
carefully considered approach to developing its facilities for
visitors and this is proving extremely effective. The Touristic
Masterplan for Montenegro, a two-decade strategy unveiled in
2001, accorded tourism the highest development priority of all
industries in Montenegro, and places a strong emphasis on
collaboration and sustainability.

The prime minister observed that the 2017 tourist season had
been the country’s most successful so far – exceeding the
2016 season, which was itself a record breaker. ‘I am pleased
to note that this year, the most successful tourist year to date,
has justified our expectations,’ he said, adding that the Durmitor
and Biogradska Gora national parks, both previously featured in
Luštica Bay magazine, had proved particularly popular with
visitors. The government, he said, remains committed to
attracting foreign investment, and travel facilities for both
business and leisure travellers remain a priority.

TURN
THE
SUMMER
ON!

The 2018 edition of the annual
Sea Dance music festival (motto:
‘Turn the summer ON!’) promises
to be the best yet. Held this year
on Buljarica Beach, one of the
most pristine in Montenegro, Sea
Dance was first staged in 2014 and
immediately scooped a European
Festivals Award.
Fans of electronic and pop
music travel from across the world
to enjoy a top music line-up of
international stars, cocktails and
sunshine. Sea Dance 2018 takes
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place from 30 August to 1
September; find more details
about this year’s headline acts
at seadancefestival.me.
Those seeking something a little
more laid-back should visit the
SeaRock festival in Kotor’s old
town, held this year on 20 and 21
July. Run by volunteers, with no
charge to the audience, the festival
is devoted to rock. Taking to the
stage this year are Croatian
singer-songwriter Billie Joan and
Serbian Grupa Turisti, whose
changing lineup is centred around
two brothers, Boško and Nikola
Džimi Mijušković. Guests from
further afield include cult American
indie folk band Sun Kil Moon.
ISSUE 2018
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Building a
sustainable
community

A GRAND OPENING
FOR THE CHEDI
LUŠTICA BAY

SET TO BE THE NEW TOWN CENTRE OF LUŠTICA BAY, with
all the administrative and commercial facilities you’d expect for yearround living, Centrale is vital to the development of a sustainable, organic
community. The final planning for Centrale is near completion and
construction will begin in autumn 2018.
The team has been busy expanding the residential areas. New
homeowners have already settled into their Lavanda and Ruzmarin
homes and the Kamelija and Magnolija clusters, currently under
construction, are the next set of apartments in line. Positioned on the
waterfront and the second line back from the waterfront respectively,
Kamelija and Magnolija will boast beautiful sea views and easy access to
the marina promenade. In addition, the team is hard at work on the
Marina Village townhouses and villas, with a number of handovers to
happy owners planned before summer gets under way.
Although construction work needs to continue year-round to achieve
our vision for Luštica Bay, we have ensured that disruption to our
homeowners and visitors will be kept to an absolute minimum during the
summer months.
For all properties currently on offer, please see our property section,
which starts on page 81.

The five-star Chedi brand has already gained a reputation for
discreet luxury and sensitivity to the local environment in its
Bali, Oman and Switzerland locations. Now it has brought its
minimalist, Asian-inspired chic to Montenegro, becoming
Luštica Bay’s very first hotel.
Located in the centre of the Marina Village, overlooking the
marina and the Adriatic sea beyond, The Chedi Luštica Bay will
include a spectacular, light-filled lobby with an elegant lobby
bar, two international restaurants, a conference and business
centre, a wellness spa with pool, a state-of-the-art gym, an
outdoor infinity pool, a private beach and a beach bar.
Accommodation comprises 111 rooms and suites, including 60
condominium apartments.
Residences, including studio units, one- and two-bedroom
suites and a stunning top-floor penthouse suite, are also
available for purchase.
The Chedi Luštica Bay opens to the public on 16 July 2018
and reservations are already available: visit chedilusticabay.com

Into the blue

It has been over 100 years since anyone swung through the sky between Kotor and Cetinje,
but that may be set to change. A century ago, Kotor and Montenegro’s historical capital were
linked by a cable car that operated from 1916 to 1918. The stunning views were less significant
back then, as the cable car was used purely for practical transportation purposes. It will be a
different story when the current government’s plans to build a scenic cable car route
between the two towns come to fruition, connecting coastal Kotor not only with Cetinje but
also with the Lovćen national park, which lies between the two. The gondolas will offer
magnificent vistas across the coastline and mountains, particularly of Boka Bay, along a 15km
route with four stations that will take around 45 minutes to traverse. It would be the longest
cable-car route in the Adriatic and unique in the world for connecting two towns, according
to the government.
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THE HEART
OF THE
LUŠTICA BAY
COMMUNITY,
Centrale will
be under
construction
from autumn
this year

Your Dream Vacation Home

Unwind and relax in the
pristine coastline of Trašte Bay
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT Lake
Skadar; Biogradsko Lake; the Slivlje
abyss; Biogradska Gora National
Park; kasoranja – the devil’s pod

Slavica Milić

times as well as in the evenings. With an
authentic local offering, it remains my
favourite outing in the height of the summer,
as well as in the much quieter winter time.

Slavica Milić is senior marketing executive
of Luštica Development
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WHICH ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES
STAND OUT FOR YOU?
The church of Sveta Klara in Kotor. This
place makes you take a moment to admire
human skill over and over again. The church’s
baroque altar is the work of the
extraordinary 17th-century Venetian sculptor
Francesco Cabianca.
A yellow marble curtain embedded in the
altar looks so vividly in motion and realistic
that it leaves me breathless every single
time. It is unbelievable how passion,

commitment and the talented hands of the
sculptor have woven so much soul into what
was cold stone.
WHICH SHOPS CAN’T YOU LEAVE
WITHOUT BUYING SOMETHING?
Lappa in Kotor’s Old Town, with its unique
handmade clothes and jewellery collection.
You are guaranteed to always find
something interesting.
WHICH BARS HAVE THE BEST
ATMOSPHERE?
Back in 2007, the southern side of the
Kotor’s Old Town was largely still
abandoned. My former workspace was a
secluded little office bordering the old
Franciscan monastery, and there were few
shops or cafés nearby. So when Pub
Bandiera opened, no wonder it quickly
became my personal getaway, during break
LUSTICABAY.COM

DUSKO MILJANIC, MILOS ZVICER

My favourite
route for
relaxation is
the hike
around
Biogradska
Gora
National Park’s
mountain lakes

WHERE IS THE FIRST PLACE YOU GO
WHEN YOU ARRIVE IN MONTENEGRO?
I always go for my all-time favourite walk
down Kotor promenade, towards Sveti
Stasije in Dobrota. Half way along, I usually
make a short stop at an old fishing pier. The
beauty of the spot and the peace of the bay
waters here is hypnotic.

WHICH ARE YOUR FAVOURITE
GALLERIES AND EXHIBITION SPACES?
The treasury at Cetinje Monastery. Take a
walk through the history and learn
everything about the everlasting struggle of
the small Montenegrin nation to preserve its
integrity, independence and national pride.
From the first printed books in Crnojević
typography to the shroud sent as an apology
by Russian empress Ekaterina to
Montenegrin ruler Petar I Petrović-Njegoš,
every item in the treasury holds an
emotional story which is sure to capture
your interest.
TELL US ABOUT THE BEST MEAL
YOU’VE ENJOYED.
As a vegetarian, I adore simple food. Usually,
the lighter it tastes, the more I appreciate it.
Still, my happiest days with food were during
the era of a Colombian chef, Lina Maria, at
my former post at KSI school. Her vegetarian
lasagnas were out of this world!
LUSTICABAY.COM

WHERE DO YOU RELAX?
I love the mountains and have been taught
to live in harmony with nature. My favourite
route for relaxation is Biogradska Gora
National Park and the hike around the
mountain lakes scattered around the park.
Climbing from Dolovi Lalevića towards
Bendovac, I always have my own little
reunion with natural magnificence of this
park. Sleeping in the wooden cottages in the
middle of the rainforest there is an even
better way to unwind and detach. There are
a few bears around, here and there!

country’s centrally located town of Nikšić,
where I was born, it remains one of the few
largely unpopulated spots, with a unique
morphological characteristics (the terrain is
‘sinking’). It is also home to the largest abyss
in the former Yugoslavia. With the beautiful
scenery, totally off the beaten track, and my
family house still nearby, this has always
been my favourite meditation spot.

WHAT’S YOUR MOST EXCITING
DISCOVERY?
The devil’s pod, an ancient endangered plant
found around Skadar lake, and called
kasoranja by the villagers. Once a year, for a
short time, it bears ornately shaped fruit – a
type of nut with four barbed spines which
resemble the head of a bull or a flying bat. It
looks very scary and if you dare to touch the
fruit, it activates a strong odour that will
make you regret you touched it!
SHARE YOUR MONTENEGRIN SECRET …
Slivlje. Secluded on the very edge of the
ISSUE 2018
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Miloš Karadaglić

Travel writer Rudolf Abraham specialises in
Montenegro and the surrounding regions

Montenegrin classical guitarist Miloš
Karadaglić is internationally renowned

WHICH ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES
STAND OUT FOR YOU?
The Unesco-listed old town of Kotor, with its
sprawling fortifications, or the old bridge at
Rijeka Crnojevića.
WHICH SHOPS CAN’T YOU LEAVE
WITHOUT BUYING SOMETHING?
If I had to pick just one shop for authentic
Montenegrin souvenirs, it would be Kod
Stare Masline in Stari Bar.
WHICH BARS HAVE THE BEST
ATMOSPHERE?
Some of the small vineyards around
Crmnica, near Virpazar, are among my
favourite drinking spots in Montenegro.
WHICH ARE YOUR FAVOURITE
GALLERIES AND EXHIBITION SPACES?
This is not a gallery as such, but in terms of

art in an amazing setting, the Njegoš
Mausoleum on the summit of Mount Lovćen,
by the great sculptor Ivan Meštrović, is
pretty hard to beat.
WHAT’S YOUR MOST EXCITING
DISCOVERY?
The Ropojana Valley in Prokletije National
Park, which stretches up to a seasonal lake
on the border with Albania.
SHARE YOUR MONTENEGRIN SECRET …
It’s hard to pick just one answer – Lake
Skadar and Prokletije National Park are the
two most amazing places in Montenegro, in
my opinion, and two of the least discovered.

ABOVE a peaceful lake view
OPPOSITE Rijeka Crnojevića
LUSTICABAY.COM

RUDOLF ABRAHAM

Lake Skadar
and Prokletije
National Park
are the two
most amazing
places in
Montenegro,
and two of the
least discovered

Rudolf Abraham
Rijeka
Crnojevića is
one of the most
wonderful
places I know.
The sense of
tranquillity and
the atmosphere
are unique
LUSTICABAY.COM

WHICH ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES
STAND OUT FOR YOU?
St Tryphon’s cathedral in Kotor, and any
other buildings in Kotor and Perast. You can’t
beat Kotor. The fortress and the city walls
seem as though they’re from a fairy tale.

TELL US ABOUT THE BEST MEAL
YOU’VE ENJOYED.
Demidžana in Budva is a favourite for fresh
fish, and so is Izvor, just a few kilometres past
Sveti Stefan. I like homey, simple places,
where shorts and salty hair are not an issue.

WHICH SHOPS CAN’T YOU LEAVE
WITHOUT BUYING SOMETHING?
For food and artisanal produce, my favourite
is the market place in Petrovac. It’s
particularly good on Saturdays, the earlier in
the morning the better.

WHICH BARS HAVE THE BEST
ATMOSPHERE?
There’s a very cool, relaxed bar at the end of
Pržno promenade. The name escapes me
but you can’t miss it. It’s very atmospheric.

WHICH ARE YOUR FAVOURITE
GALLERIES AND EXHIBITION SPACES?
I adore the National Museum in Cetinje.
Cetinje is the old capital of Montenegro,
where the original Montenegrin identity is
strongest. You can learn so much about our
small but proud nation and history.

SHARE YOUR MONTENEGRIN SECRET …
Rijeka Crnojevića is one of the most
wonderful places I know. The sense of
tranquillity and the atmosphere are unique.
Lake Skadar starts there and it’s so easy to
take a boat for a little cruise. Just be careful
not to tangle your propellers in the many
lotuses along the waterways.
ISSUE 2018
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THIS PAGE Mrtvica Canyon
OPPOSITE (FROM TOP) Kotor Old
Town, traditional dancing in Cetinje
FAR RIGHT the Tivat waterfront

Ines
Piperović

Marc De Ruijter
Marc De Ruijter is general manager of
The Chedi Luštica Bay

At the green
market in
Kotor’s Old
Town, I chat
with the sellers,
then sit down
in one of the
many quaint
coffee shops
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WHERE IS THE FIRST PLACE YOU GO
WHEN YOU ARRIVE IN MONTENEGRO?
There’s no doubt it’s Luštica Bay and from 14
July 2018, we hope The Chedi Luštica Bay
will be the first place people think of when
they come to Montenegro.
WHICH ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES
STAND OUT FOR YOU?
Montenegro is a perfect country for hiking.
On a hike in Mrtvica Canyon, 40km north of
Podgorica, I came across a beautiful old
stone bridge built by Danilo I, a 19th-century
Montenegrin prince. It was dedicated to his
mother, who was from this wild and beautiful
place. Under the bridge you can see rocks
and trout through the still water. The water is
potable and used by the locals and hikers. It
is amazing to witness history in the form of
the bridge nestled seamlessly into the
natural beauty of the canyon.

WHICH SHOPS CAN’T YOU LEAVE
WITHOUT BUYING SOMETHING?
My favourite place to get fresh fruits and
vegetables is the green market in Kotor’s Old
Town, where local farmers bring their
produce to sell. I try to get out there every
weekend, shop, chat with the sellers who
greet me as an old friend, and then sit down
in one of the many quaint coffee shops. I
love interacting with the local community
and getting the sense of local culture and
customs. Montenegrin people are extremely
hospitable, which we hope to portray and
relay to our guests at The Chedi Luštica Bay.
WHICH BARS HAVE THE BEST
ATMOSPHERE?
For a relaxed Adriatic summer evening, I
love going to Casper Bar in Budva’s Old
Town. It combines jazz and wine, my two
favourite things, very well! It is also a great
LUSTICABAY.COM

place to meet interesting locals. Nothing
brings people together like good music and
a good drink.

next to Luštica Bay, with its natural
stone terraces carved into the side of
the mountain.

WHICH ARE YOUR FAVOURITE
GALLERIES AND EXHIBITION SPACES?
The National Museum of Montenegro in
Cetinje, the royal capital. A lot of visitors
focus on the coast, and that’s no doubt the
best place to be in the summertime, but this
museum is a good place to discover the
history of Montenegro and learn a little more
than what tourist guide books tell you.

WHAT’S YOUR MOST EXCITING
DISCOVERY?
The lost fortresses of the Luštica peninsula.
There are about six fortresses around the
peninsular, from the Austro-Hungarian times.
I love learning about history while hiking.
Some of the trails are accessible from
Luštica Bay, so our guests at The Chedi will
have the opportunity to explore some of
lesser-known but beautiful places.

TELL US ABOUT THE BEST MEAL
YOU’VE ENJOYED.
One of the best so far was at a small
family-owned restaurant in Prčanj in Boka
Bay. The Gušti mixed platter, which consists
of fried calamari and prawns, seafood black
risotto, fish, and octopus salad prepared
according to family recipes, is to die for. I
love discovering places that have a longstanding tradition of serving local, fresh,
quality food.
WHERE DO YOU RELAX?
My favourite place is Plavi Horizonti beach
LUSTICABAY.COM

SHARE YOUR MONTENEGRIN SECRET …
I recently spoke to an 83-year-old
Montenegrin lady who told me she drinks a
shot of rakija fruit liquor every morning with
breakfast and that’s what keeps her healthy
and in good spirits. I can’t say I have adopted
that habit yet, but there might be some truth
to it, who knows? On a more serious note, I
believe it’s the combination of fresh air, local
products, and a relaxed coastal life.

Ines Piperović
specialises in
custom-made coats
and jackets – her
Cattnes Couture
brand is a rising star
on the Montenegrin
fashion scene
WHICH SHOPS CAN’T YOU LEAVE
WITHOUT BUYING SOMETHING?
My favourite place in Montenegro is
definitely Tivat. For people who like
shopping, there are lots of famous brands –
also galleries and restaurants.
WHAT’S YOUR MOST EXCITING
DISCOVERY?
Boka Kotorska bay is a must-visit when you
come to Montenegro. It has a very different
culture to the rest of the country – the
people are very pleasant too.
SHARE YOUR MONTENEGRIN SECRET …
Ada Bojana has most beautiful beaches in
Europe. If you are fond of kite surfing and a
good time on beach, it is my
recommendation.
There are a lot of fish restaurants with
varying prices. It is a place to relax and
go back to nature – Ada is definitely my
favourite discovery.
ISSUE 2018
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Mats Nordström
Swedish artist Mats Nordström lives and
works in Toronto and Montenegro
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WHICH ARE YOUR FAVOURITE
GALLERIES AND EXHIBITION SPACES?
The Modern Gallery of Budva in Budva’s Old
Town. There are over 400 pieces of artwork
there, the majority of which have been
donated by the artists. The buildings itself
looks much like the others in Budva, nestled
and disguised among the other houses. It is
only once you go into the two exhibition
spaces that you realise the complete
juxtaposition of the modern art pieces.

International Day & Boarding school
for boys and girls aged 3 - 18 years

WHERE WOULD YOU RECOMMEND
TAKING A WALK?
Definitely Ponte Veslo. On a hot, calm day,
you can dive into the sea from the cliffs. It’s a
location recommended for scuba diving, and
the sea has created natural pools within the
rocks. The water is a beautiful colour and it
is incredibly clear.
TELL US ABOUT THE BEST MEAL
YOU’VE ENJOYED.
My favourite meal has to be at the Ribarsko
Selo in Herceg Novi. The ceviche (a
traditional seafood dish) is world-class. My
wife is an advocator for the Vino Santo
restaurant in Tivat. She believes it cooks the
most delicious seafood platter, with black
rice, red rice, and a selection of seafood. The
terrace and outdoor seating overlooks the
bay, creating a beautiful backdrop to
accompany the food.
LUSTICABAY.COM

PONTE VESLO

On a hot, calm
day at Ponte
Veslo, you can
dive into the
sea from the
cliffs. The water
is a beautiful
colour and it is
incredibly clear

WHICH BARS HAVE THE BEST
ATMOSPHERE?
The Aragosta and the Adriatica restaurants,
with a glass of rosé accompanying a plate of
mussels. Both restaurants are known for
seafood, while the outdoor seating allows for
a perfect view of the sun as it sets. The
colour change from orange to pink and blue
makes the occasion even more pleasant.

www.ksi-montenegro.com
info@ksi-montenegro.com
+382 32 672 655
Porto Montenegro, Tivat, Montenegro

southern coast

Seduced

B

EYOND THE BUSY BEACHES OF
Petrovac, Montenegro’s southern Adriatic coast
stretches down past the port of Bar and the
former corsairs’ lair of Ulcinj, coming to a full stop
at the tip of a great swathe of golden sand at the
mouth of the River Bojana.
This arc of sand, 12 kilometres long, is
Montenegro’s longest beach, aptly named Velika
plaža (‘big beach’) and is also the country’s top spot for kite surfing.
Despite its popularity, however, there is rather more space to breathe
here than on some of the sandy beaches further north, whether you’ve
come to take to the air or for a dip. The mouth of the River Bojana is
divided by Ada Bojana, a low, wedge-shaped island, and the river’s edge
facing it is lined with seafood restaurants, the oldest of which is the highly
regarded Miško (restoranmisko.com), interspersed with small boats and
traditional fishing nets – quite a spot for sunset-gazing.

SOUTH
by the

Montenegro’s unspoiled southern coast offers a taste of the country’s
history as well as golden beaches, says rudolf abraham

ADA BOJANA at the mouth of the River
Bojana is an ideal place to try kite
surfing – or to watch from the beach
– before a seafood lunch
LUSTICABAY.COM
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southern coast
The southern coast sees far fewer visitors than the north, and the
proximity to the Albanian border (formed by the River Bojana) of places
like Ulcinj gives them a different character to the more glitzy coast further
north, reflected in the greater number of mosques and the regional twists
of the cuisine – Albanian dishes feature prominently on menus.
Ulcinj’s historic old town sits photogenically atop a massive outcrop of
rock that juts out into the Adriatic like the prow of a ship. It was founded
in the fifth century BC, or according to legend, by the Colchians. Colchis
was the land of the mythic Golden Fleece and it is said that the
Colchians paused to found Ulcinj during their pursuit of Jason and his
Argonauts across the seascape of the ancient world. Later, Ulcinj was for
many years one of the most infamous pirate strongholds on the
Mediterranean. Its denizens raided Venetian, Austrian and Ottoman ships
and grew rich from the slave trade – the pretty square in front of the
church-mosque (built as a church by the Venetians, later converted to a
mosque by the Ottomans) was once the slave market.
The sun-drenched landscape hereabouts is jaw-droppingly beautiful.
Rocky headlands jut into the sea, mountains rise up from beyond the
narrow strip of coastline. Valdanos, a small bay to the north of Ulcinj with
a lighthouse at the tip of its headland, encloses a sheltered, sandy beach,
and some of the most amazing turquoise-coloured water imaginable.
The Ulcinj salt pans and nearby Šasko jezero (Lake Šas) remain one of
the most important areas for birdlife anywhere in Montenegro – wading
birds and waterfowl congregate in their thousands. Over 250 species of
bird have been recorded at the salt pans, including pygmy cormorant,
flamingo, little tern and Dalmatian pelican. The area lies on a major
migration route known as the Adriatic Flyway, and is listed as an
Important Bird and Biodiversity Area (IBA) by Birdlife International.
Like Ulcinj, Bar is an ancient settlement, though most of what you see
now is fairly modern, the city having been partially destroyed by bombing

during the Second World War, and then by a devastating earthquake in
1979. Perhaps the town’s most impressive building is the former palace of
King Nicholas, built in the 1880s and now home to the city museum.
Today Bar is Montenegro’s main port, as well as the southern terminus of
the Belgrade-Bar railway line.
But it is Stari Bar, the neighbouring settlement founded in the sixth
century by the Byzantine Emperor Justinian, which unquestionably steals
the show. Perched on a hillside overlooking the modern port city below, it
remains a beautifully atmospheric cluster of ruins enclosed by massive
walls. Cyprus trees sprout from the ruins, and cafés, shops and
restaurants cluster along the steep, cobbled streets which spill down the
hillside outside the old city walls.
Kaldrma is one of these, its upper terrace a perfect spot to admire the
view while sipping Turkish coffee. ‘Montenegro’s southern coast may be
less well known than Kotor Bay, but it is dramatically beautiful and, for
me, offers a greater sense of adventure and East meets West,’ says Emma
Heywood, owner of tour company Undiscovered Montenegro. ‘The
ancient city of Stari Bar, with its mosques dating from the 17th century, the
call of the muezzin, a buzzing local market on Fridays, cobbled streets,
cafés and layer upon layer of civilisations to be seen in the ruins, has to
be my all-time favourite spot to visit.’
Stari Bar is backed by Rumija, the mountain which divides the coast
from the sprawling expanse of Lake Skadar – the largest lake in the
Balkans, a haven for birdlife, and one of the most beautiful and as yet
untouched spots anywhere in Montenegro (which, in a country with so
much amazing scenery, is saying something).
If there is one defining feature of the landscape surrounding Stari Bar, it
is the olive tree. Olive groves have been an integral part of the landscape
here since antiquity, and despite the general movement of people away
from working the land (a trend visible across Montenegro), there are

STARI BAR IMAGE: EMMA HEYWOOD,
UNDISCOVEREDMONTENEGRO.COM

TOWNS OF THE
SOUTHERN COAST,
such as ancient Stari
Bar (top right), have
a character all of
their own. Historic
Ulcinj (middle and
bottom images)
offers great birdwatching – look out
for rarities like the
pygmy cormorant
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still over 1,700 olive growers in the Bar area, and over a dozen working
olive mills, on top of many smaller family presses. Many of the olive trees
in the Bar area are astonishingly old – there are thought to be around
10,000 ancient trees. Many have stood for over 1,000 years, and some
have been around since before the time of Christ. The most famous of
these ancient trees stands in the village of Mirovica – a great, sprawling
piece of living history, gnarled but beautiful, which has continued to bear
fruit for over two millenia, through the rise and fall of successive empires.
The local olive variety, žutica, produces rich, pungent oils of very high
quality and you can buy them from local growers. The Olive Oil
Association of Montenegro lists some of the producers on its website at
oliveoilmontenegro.me/pages/team. There is also a big annual Olive Oil
Festival, which takes place in Stari Bar in November. You can even get a
limited-edition olive oil made exclusively from ancient trees, called 42°N
19°E (the latitude and longitude of Stari Bar, in case you were wondering).
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Olive oil isn’t the only product from the olive groves around Stari Bar.
‘We’re always looking for authentic local products to use at Villa Miela,’
says Emma Heywood, referring to the tastefully restored old stone villa
near Virpazar where she and husband Ben welcome their guests. ‘When
we heard that a women called Mira was hand-making soaps using the oil
of ancient olive trees on the other side of our mountain, close to Stari Bar,
we had to find out more. Each soap produced by Olivmont, Mira’s small
cottage business, is unique and comes with attractive wrapping in natural
twine, and labels which talk about the health and environmental benefits
of natural soap.’ Scented with wild sage, peppermint and other natural
ingredients, Mira’s soaps are free of artificial additives and are coldpressed to preserve their nutrients. You can find them at the Kod Stare
Masline gift shop in Stari Bar, or they can be ordered from her website,
olivmont.com, and they make a great locally made gift to take home – a
genuinely, authentically Montenegrin memento.
LUSTICABAY.COM

GEZIM MAVRIC

THE LOCAL OLIVE TREES are a piece of living history and some are over 1,000 years
old. Clockwise from bottom left, an ancient olive grove near Stari Bar; picturesque
Ulcinj; the long-established Miško restaurant,Ada Bojana; handmade Olivmont
soap, a little piece of Montenegrin history to take home with you

i nve s t me n t

A HOLIDAY

HAVEN

A PERFECT LOCATION FOR
LIVING OR LEISURE, Luštica
Bay is surrounded by
natural and historic beauty.
The many local highlights
include spectacular Boka Bay,
the charming old towns of
Kotor and Tivat, and the
ancient Mamula fortress,
one of the most recent
additions to the diverse
Orascom Development
Holding portfolio

investment

Montenegro’s many advantages make it an ideal place to invest in
property – and the time to buy is now

A

N ALLURING SETTING, AGREEABLE climate,
diverse scenery, world-class facilities and top-quality
construction and finish make owning a home in Luštica
Bay first and foremost a pleasure. There is great sense of
community and an opportunity to put down roots and
connect with the local scene, whether you are a permanent resident or
enjoying your property during the holiday season. But at the same time,
your Luštica Bay haven is a very attractive investment.
‘Europe is leading as the preference for international investors,’ says
the Deloitte International Property Handbook 2017. According to the
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World Travel & Tourism Council, the global authority on the economic
and social contribution of travel and tourism, the travel market in
Montenegro is notably and consistently healthy: by 2027, international
tourist arrivals are forecast to total 2,978,000, generating expenditure of
just over €1,593 million, a predicted increase of 5.5% per annum for the
next decade.
The Montenegrin government is investing heavily in developing facilities
for visitors, under the umbrella of the Touristic Masterplan, which runs
until 2020, and the country is currently an affordable destination, with
dinner out costing around €20 per person.
LUSTICABAY.COM

LUSTICABAY.COM
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A PROPERTY AT LUŠTICA BAY
perfectly illustrates the
Orascom group’s motto of
‘Life As It Should Be’

A WEALTH OF INFRASTRUCTURE MAKES
RESIDENCY AND VACATIONS SO MUCH
MORE ATTRACTIVE AT LUŠTICA BAY
Luštica Bay has many advantages for investors as well as for
holidaymakers. Montenegro is very accessible – most nationalities don’t
require a visa to stay for up to 90 days, and flights are frequent and just a
couple of hours from the rest of Europe. Buy property in Montenegro
and, whatever its value, you can benefit from a renewable one-year
residence permit.
Luštica Bay itself is only 10km from Tivat Airport – when you fly in,
you’re only minutes away. The country is economically stable (the euro is
the official currency) and welcoming to foreign investors, who are offered
low, fixed tax rates, among other benefits. Real estate prices are highly
competitive, rental yields are among the highest in Europe while tax on
rent is low, and there is a low buy-to-sell property ratio (in other words,
people tend to hang on to their properties so the market is not flooded
with resales).
If you wish, the Luštica Bay rental brokerage service can look after the
entire rental process on your behalf, from setting prices and handling
booking to taking care of upkeep and cleaning.
Luštica Bay currently offers both off-plan and built products for sale, so
buyers can capitalise on significantly lower purchase prices during
construction. Getting in early means not only discounted pricing but also
the expectation of price increases over the construction period. Buying
off-plan allows you to benefit from a very advantageous payment plan – as
well as adding extra options during the building process.
And it’s not just your own perfect property that you are buying into.
Alongside the villas, townhomes and apartments that comprise Luštica
Bay there is a wealth of infrastructure that makes both residency and
vacations here so much more attractive: the marina, the golf course (both
featured in this issue), varied sports facilities, restaurants and cafés are all
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on the doorstep, along with schools, medical services and other essential
amenities. This is all before you begin to consider the wider district – the
charming towns of Kotor and Tivat are only a short drive away, and all the
delights of Montenegro are within reach.
Orascom Development Holding, the company behind Luštica Bay, is a
leading developer of fully integrated towns across the world, and a
property at Luštica Bay perfectly illustrates the group’s motto of ‘Life As It
Should Be’. As well as enjoying Luštica life yourself, why not let your
property work for you?

mar ina

BLUE SEA,
GREEN
ETHOS

designers across the world start to offer a host of sustainable options.
Modern yacht construction aims at low emissions, for example combining
diesel and electric modes. Some of the most advanced models are
self-sufficient in power, drawing on options such as lithium batteries
charged using solar panels and wind turbines rather than fossil fuel.
Clean-burning biodiesel is also gradually making headway. Decking
materials such as Kebony are a viable alternative to ancient teak – and
using reclaimed and recycled materials for decks and interior fittings is no
bar to luxury in the skilled hands of various specialists in the field. If you
are lucky enough to have a driving range on your vessel, you can even kit
it out with biodegradable golf balls that disintegrate into fish food.
Montenegrin musician Rambo Amadeus is currently working on a
crowd-funded project to restore an old navy cutter and transform it into
what he describes as a ‘retro-futuristic sailboat’ that will promote
sustainable solutions. The original wooden hull and classic rigging will be
combined with a solar-powered engine, so the boat will run almost
entirely on wind and sun. He plans to make the boat available to anyone
with an interest in keeping the Adriatic clean. ‘I believe that an attractive
antique sailboat with state-of-the-art affordable technology can and will
provide an excellent example and motive to switch to electrical engines
and solar power,’ he says.
Maintaining the pristine state of the Adriatic is at the heart of Luštica
Bay’s marina development, as senior construction manager Spomenka
Sotra explains. The marina is located in a sandy area which is not a
species-rich habitat. All the building materials were locally produced –
sourcing materials from a distance of no more than 50km meant minimal
transportation and fuel usage. The sea bed was left as undisturbed as
possible – no concrete was used, only stone, rock and gravel. ‘These are
environmentally preferable construction materials, which do not harm
nature,’ says Spomenka Sotra. ‘Impact during construction was minimised
by working in the smallest area possible. And we have also paid attention
to light pollution after completion, when the marina is in use.’
Measures such as these will hopefully nudge the marina’s users to

THE MARINA WILL BE THE HEART OF
LUŠTICA BAY, CREATING A BUZZ YEARROUND FROM MORNING UNTIL NIGHT
consider environmentally friendly measures of their own, says Philip
Jones, director of Orascom Marine Management, the marine arm of the
company behind Luštica Bay. Montenegro’s wild beauty is relatively
untouched – and Orascom hopes to keep it that way. ‘Our chairman is
very sensitive to environmental issues and always has been,’ says Philip
Jones. ‘People are becoming more aware, and environmentally friendly
measures such as using biodiesel will eventually become the norm – but
they are not yet on the radar as much as we would like. Orascom’s work
in many countries shows that you can build something that fits with the
environment and also looks beautiful.’
The marina, he says, will be the beating heart of Luštica Bay, creating a
buzz year-round from morning until night: ‘There is always something
going on in a marina, boats coming and going, the cafés and restaurants
– we are aiming to create a year-round town, not one that’s just for the
summer season.’
The marina will initially offer berths for boats of up to around 35
metres, but there will also be some space for larger yachts, and eventually
there will be moorings outside the marina where superyachts can anchor.
‘Come with the helicopter and go up for a round of golf,’ suggests Philip
Jones (for more on Luštica Bay’s world-class Gary Player-designed golf
course, see page 76).
Sailors who visit will be spoiled for choice, whatever the dimensions of
their vessel. ‘You could spend a week just in the Bay of Kotor,’ says Philip
Jones. ‘It’s glorious to cruise and anchor there, it’s sheltered and there is a
lot to do – there are some wonderful churches, including Our Lady

The new marina at Luštica Bay offers state-ofthe-art facilities – carefully constructed with
the environment in mind, so visitors can enjoy
the beautiful Adriatic with a clear conscience
himmering turquoise waters, balmy summer weather and a beautiful
coastline make the Adriatic irresistible to sailors. This is not only one of
the prettiest European seas but also one of the cleanest, according to the
European Environment Agency. Taking care of the marine environment
is high on the agenda for the yachting sector and, indeed, for all those
who love the ocean.
Luštica Bay is well-known for its commitment to environmental
principles so it is no surprise that the site is setting a green example
in the construction of its marina – which will no doubt welcome
plenty of eco-friendly boats in the future, as forward-thinking boat

LUŠTICA BAY is known
for commitment to
the environment, so it
is no surprise that the
site is setting a green
example in the
construction of its
marina (all images)
LUSTICABAY.COM
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mar ina

WHETHER YOU WANT TO RAISE YOUR
OWN SAILS OR SIMPLY RELAX ON DECK,
LUŠTICA BAY ALLOWS FOR BOTH
WATERFRONT LIVING
AT LUŠTICA BAY
MARINA
Two state-of-the-art marinas offering
long-term and short-term berthing
options, manned round the clock, with
CCTV security
176 berths ranging in length from six
to 35 metres on completion; the first
phase, open from summer 2018, offers
a total of 50 berths
24-hour yacht assistance and
multilingual marina team
Water, fuel and electrical services
(single and 3-phase electricity)
Refuse and grey and black water
disposal
Repair and maintenance services
Yacht Club and crew facilities
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of the Rocks. The story goes that the island it sits on was built up by
fishermen throwing stones into the water at the same spot, which
eventually created an island on which the church was built. It’s a lovely
story and a great stop-off – you can anchor your boat and go for lunch in
one of the many restaurants inside the bay.’ He also recommends the
caves once used to conceal submarines. ‘They are cool, James Bond-style
– I’ve got a young boy and we were both: wow! The caves are a complete
contrast to the natural beauty of the bay.’
Other possibilities include a visit to Bigova. ‘It’s just a hop from our
marina and it’s on the itinerary of a lot of the charter fleets that operate
from Kotor and Tivat,’ says Philip Jones. ‘It’s a beautiful little place with
some nice restaurants and it has been a historically significant anchorage
for centuries.’ Mamula island at the entrance to Kotor Bay is a great spot
for swimming and there are konoba restaurants (see our feature on these
authentic local taverns on page 59) dotted everywhere around the bay.
‘They often have moorings so you can go in your tender to have lunch,’
suggests Philip Jones.
For visitors who are less experienced sailors but would still like to
explore by water (and who wouldn’t?) Luštica Bay has partnered with one
of the largest gulet companies in the area. These Turkish-style wooden
boats are a delightful way to discover the Adriatic.
Whether you want to raise your own sails or simply relax on deck and
let someone else take care of the technicalities as the scenery flows past,
Luštica Bay allows for both, plus everything in between – all with a
conscience as clear as the Adriatic itself.

SAIL AWAY from
Luštica Bay Marina
Village (all images,
this page) to a
variety of delightful
waterside locations
nearby, including
Budva (opposite,
top), Mamula island
(opposite, centre left),
Kotor (opposite,
centre right) and Our
Lady of the
Rocks church
(opposite, bottom)
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Jenny
Packham
Bloom
Buttercup
dress

Discover our selection of beach-goddess resort wear and glamorous
bohemian evening options for those laid-back summers at Luštica Bay
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fashion
The kaftan, the epitome of chic
comfort, has been revolutionised by
Hansine’s SS18 halter dresses, which
strike a perfect balance between
light beachwear and suitable
breakfast attire. Combine with
understated jewellery and a
minimalist one-piece swimsuit.

Hansine bohemian
tea dress,
hansineshop.co

RESORT

wear

ABOVE: Charlotte’s
Web Karma
spinning necklaces,
£35 each,
charlotteswebuk.
com
RIGHT: Asceno
kaftan, asceno.com
BELOW RIGHT: Rae
Feather fringed
straw Bardot
basket,
raefeather.com
ABOVE: Jets Oasis
kaftan, £164.95
jetsswimwear.com
RIGHT: Jets
Picturesque kaftan,
£154.95
jetsswimwear.com
BELOW: Jets bandeau
swimsuit,
jetsswimwear.com

RIGHT: Hansine
kite dress in
Nautical print,
hansineshop.co
FAR RIGHT: Asceno
jumpsuit,
asceno.com
BELOW LEFT:
Charlotte’s Web
silver feather
tourmaline
necklace,
charlotteswebuk.
com
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fashion
Jenny Packham
Midnight Blue
minidress with
Asanoha star motifs
jennypackham.com

wear

EVENING
This season, feminine tones and
sensual textures reign as the
secret weapons to dazzle on a
summer evening. From Khosla
Jani’s sorbet shades to Vjera V’s
pink velvet silk trousers, pastels
will highlight your summer
glow. Finish with a statement
block-colour handbag from
Arran Frances.
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ABOVE: Khosla
Jani Blue Feather
top, khoslajani.com
RIGHT:
Charlotte’s Web
Rajput Serenity
turquoise studs,
charlotteswebuk.
com
BELOW: Arran
Frances Skye bag
in moss,
arranfrances.com

ABOVE:
Hansine Greek
draped jersey
kaftan-style dress,
hansineshop.co
ABOVE RIGHT
Charlotte’s Web
Rajput spinning
bangle,
charlotteswebuk.
com
RIGHT: Khosla Jani
Blush beaded and
embroidered
minidress,
khoslajani.com

LEFT: Khosla Jani
green and yellow
printed maxiskirt,
khoslajani.com
RIGHT: Vjera V
Michal pink velvet
silk trousers,
wolfandbadger.com
FAR RIGHT: Moreau
Paris Brégançon
bag in beige,
moreau-paris.com
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e-mail: vinarijagiljaca@gmail.com
Proizvodi i puni: Vinarija Giljača – Lješevići, Kotor.

Tel/fax: +382(0)32.363.529, +382(0)69.066.566

THE TAVERNAS
WHERE TIME
STANDS STILL

Want to explore Montenegrin cuisine in a cosy,
family-run restaurant with spectacular sea views, fresh fish
from the day’s catch and plentiful rakija? Try a traditional
coastal konoba. Local gourmet damir moškov rounds up
four of his favourites
LUSTICABAY.COM
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food and drink

S

OME OF THE FINEST EXAMPLES OF
Montenegro’s hearty, flavoursome cuisine are to be
found in the coastal tavernas known as konobas. A
konoba, family-run and often hosted in the living
room of the family home, is the epitome of the
authentic local restaurant.
Over the years, konobas have become
increasingly popular with visitors, while still retaining
a loyal local following. Perhaps that’s because konoba traditions remain
intact and food is centred on fresh produce, traditional recipes and
warm, genuine hospitality.
House specialities usually include seafood, prosciutto-style ham and
cheese in olive oil, salted sardines, olives, and homemade wine and
rakija, the typical local fruit brandy (read more in our feature on rakija on
page 64). Given that konobas are located on the coast, fish and seafood
are staple ingredients. All konobas have a favourite local fishmonger who
supplies them with fresh fish. Many restaurateurs don’t even need to
leave their premises to buy, because fishermen come direct to the
restaurant by boat to offer whatever they’ve caught the night before. Fish
doesn’t get much fresher than that.
Although there are always the more usual varieties of fish on the menu
(sea bass and sea bream are always popular), the charm of the konobas
lies in their use of lesser-known species. Even locals might not know of
palamida, a large fish related to mackerel, tuna and bonito, which is a
particular treat. When palamida is smoked in-house, as they do at
Bokeški Gušti (see review), and used in a traditional fish and potato salad,
it becomes a true delicacy.
As the fresh produce changes, so too does the menu – but not too
much. It’s part of the appeal of these long-established eateries that they
stick to tried and tested recipes their guests love and order again and
again. In some konobas, menus are dispensed with altogether, with the
proprietor simply offering dishes cooked with what’s available that day.
It’s a Montenegrin tradition to bring all the food to the table at once on
big trays, and konobas are no exception. A feast is arrayed for guests,
offering a wide range of dishes from risottos to fish to vegetable side
dishes, so everyone can tuck in and help themselves. Prices are
affordable and the abundance of food means no one will leave hungry.
The following four konobas from different parts of the Montenegrin
coast each have their own specialties and twists. Some offer live music
too, so after dinner you can linger over a glass of rakija, soaking up the
local ambience – whichever you choose to visit, you are guaranteed a
true taste of Montenegro.

BOKEŠKI GUŠTI

Bokeški Gušti is a small, family-run konoba, situated in a picturesque
Prčanj, an area of Kotor Bay deep in the wider Boka Bay region. Bokeški
Gušti was founded several decades ago and has become extremely
popular in the past 10 years. Eat indoors in the cooler months and
outdoors in summer, when tables are arranged on a small ponta (beach
pier), where diners can enjoy a spectacular panoramic view of Boka Bay.
As you would expect, the konoba serves only fresh food and local
produce, with a decent choice of wine and a very drinkable house red
and white. Bokeški Gušti is best known for big trays with five or six
separate dishes, served on a turntable so that guest can easily share.
Starters include fish pâté, olives and cheese, while the tray will be filled
with a fresh octopus salad, one or two types of risotto or pasta with
seafood, and a fish of your choice, with a simple vegetable side dish
such as sautéed Swiss chard and potatoes.
At the end of your meal, if you are able to breathe (as the locals say
when they are full), you will get a traditional baklava as dessert, a sugar
bomb that will be much easier to digest with a shot of rakija.
Bokeški Gušti, Prčanj, Boka Bay, +382 (0)67 864 313
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MALA BARKA

Neighbouring Tivat has fewer konobas than Kotor, but Mala Barka
certainly delivers the experience of a konoba-style restaurant. Located
in the beautiful little Kalimanj marina, Mala Barka is the newest konoba
featured on our list, and brings some modern twists to the local cuisine.
The shrimp pâté is a must – you’ll want to enjoy this pale pink delicacy
while sipping a glass of white wine and, with any luck, enjoying one of
Kalimanj’s famous sunsets on a warm summer’s evening. Black risotto
made with squid ink is typical of the Boka Bay region and is also
exceptional here. At Mala Barka this dish gets the treatment it deserves,
resulting in a rich sauce coloured with the squid ink that gives it its
famous colour, as well as its distinctive flavour. In winter, Mala Barka
offers a different speciality, a mouthwatering traditional dish that we call
sač – ‘meat under the iron bell’. A joint of meat is cooked very slowly on
a bed of potatoes that absorb its delicious juices. By the time the meat
is ready, it is so tender that it falls apart.
As at most konobas, there is a choice of simple desserts, including
fresh fruit and the baklava that is a highlight of Montenegrin cuisine.
Mala Barka, Kalimanj,Tivat, +382 (0)68 678 578
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Vineyard and Wine cellar “Giljača“ are located in Kotor, in the winegrowing subregion of the Bay of Kotor (Boka Kotorska) in the village
of Lješevići. A combination of exceptionally favourable location of
sun-bathed slopes, soil composition and altitude of 200 m, provides
the grapes that are slowly ripened and infused with aromatics.
Our vinery proudly presents our flagship products - four red wines
and one grappa (grape wine brandy).

MIŠKO

Going all the way to Ulcinj and the famous island of Ada Bojana at the
southern end of Montenegrin coast, you’ll find restaurant Miško. The
oldest restaurant in this area, Miško is situated on the river Bojana, and
the restaurant terrace, which is built over the water, brings another
dimension to your local gastronomic experience.
Even in the hottest summer months, you’ll want to try the fish soup, a
spicy twist on the traditional soup made in Montenegro. Ulcinj’s
watermelons are the best in the country, and are always served at the
end of your meal during the summer.
Miško, Ada Bojana,Ulcinj, +382 (0)69 022 868

FERAL

Feral, one of the best fish restaurants in Budva, is situated in the heart
of the Old Town. Host Miško, a fisherman as well as an exquisite cook,
prepares fresh fish dishes the likes of which you’ve never tasted. The
evident love and attention he pours into his cooking also extends to
creating a cosy ambience full of real local atmosphere. And, being a
fisherman, Miško can guarantee just how fresh the ingredients are.
Here, the sač method of very slow cooking is used on seafood. Fresh
fish and squid are taken to another level using this humble yet
marvellously effective cooking technique.
Feral, Old Town, Budva, +382 (0)68 506 811

Trio Vranac 2015
Supreme red wine of
controlled geographical origin
This is a powerful wine from the
South made of varietal wine
Vranac. Clear red ruby in
colourand a distinctive fruity
fragrance. The palate is packed
with ripe rosehip and dry figs.
The wine possesses dynamic
acidity and refined rounded
tannin structure with moderately
lingering retro-nasal sensation. It
goes extremely well with red
meat, venison, poultry and fish
dishes. This wine is to be served
at room temperature between
18-20°C. The wine lees that may
be found at the bottom of the
wine bottle is a result of natural
wine production process and
wine aging.

Trio Loza 2010

(grape-based brandy)

Natural home-made
grape brandy
The famous grape-based
brandy alias Lozovaca is yet
another of the highly
acclaimed products of
Vineyard Giljača in which you
can truthfully indulge
yourself, as Hemingway
used to say. Our grape
brandy Loza is made by a
traditional distillation
method in copper caldrons.
Its signature aroma
harmonizes sublime
varieties of grapes with the
Mediterranean climate. Due
to its smooth texture it is an
excellent aperitif. Cheers!
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Trio Caberne
Sauvignon 2015
Superior red wine of
controlled geographical origin
Supreme red wine made of
Cabernet Sauvignon and a
touch of Merlot. Clear red
ruby in colour with a
distinctive fragrance of
blueberries and a full taste of
ripe rosehip and dry figs
across the palate. The wine
possesses dynamic acidity and
soft tannin structure with long
lingering retro-nasal finish. It
goes extremely well with red
meat, venison, poultry and fish.
This wine is to be served at
room temperature 18-19°C.

Trio Rose 2015
Prime rose wine
of controlled
geographical origin
Supreme rose wine made of
Cabernet Sauvignon grapes
using the saignee method of
bleeding. The colour of rose
petals enchants and glitters.
Enticing nose filled with
summer fruits and laced with a
hint of camellia from Boka
Kotorska; elegant velvety
texture of Cabernet
dominates on the palate;
refreshing acidity with
moderately lingering satisfying sensation. Matches
exceptionally well with pasta,
poultry and fish dishes. Best to
be served chilled at the
temperature of 8-9°C.

Trio Reserve 2010

Trio Vranac 2012

Supreme red wine of
controlled geographical origin

Supreme red wine of
controlled geographical
origin

Powerful and fresh wine of the
South made of a consistently
sophisticated blend of Merlot,
Cabernet Sauvignon and Vranac.
Ruby red in colour, a distinctive
aroma of fresh red berries layered
with velvety texture of ripe plums
on the palate and lingering
fragrance character. Pairs extremely
well with red meat, venison, poultry
and fish dishes. This wine is to be
served at room temperature
between 18-20°C. The wine lees
that may be found at the bottom
of the wine bottle are a result of
natural wine production process
and wine aging.

Powerful wine made of varietal
wine Vranac. Clear red ruby in
colour with a well-defined fruity
fragrance, profound taste of
ripe rosehip and dry figs
complete the palate. Dynamic
acidity and refreshing rounded
tannin structure with
moderately lingering
retro-nasal sensation. Provides
a great pleasure if paired with
red meat, venison, poultry and
fish dishes. Best if served at
room temperatures between
18-20°C. The wine lees that
may be found at the bottom of
the wine bottle are a result of
natural wine production
process and wine aging.

food and drink
VISIT A MONTENEGRIN HOME and you will probably be welcomed with a hospitable shot (or several) of rakija,
made by your host and flavoured with local fruits, herbs, juniper or honey

grape, Montenegro’s signature variety. In the past, though less
frequently today, rakija was also made from juniper, which
grows profusely in Montenegro’s wild mountain regions.
Some find rakija rather strong – and it is, with an alcohol
content of over 45% – but the better versions are surprisingly
smooth. It is generally drunk neat, from a small shot glass – the
traditional narrow-necked glass is called a čokanj, but there are
other styles as well, some with a woven covering on their lower
half. Rakija typically makes an appearance as a welcome drink
when visiting someone’s home (usually domaća – homemade), or

PLACE
spirit
of
You haven’t been to Montenegro if you haven’t tried a shot of rakija.
rudolf abraham salutes the region’s distinctive fruit brandy

T

HE BEST ONES NEVER COME
with a label. Instead, they’ll appear in a
nondescript, reused bottle – made by
someone’s uncle, or the monks at
such-and-such a monastery. Rakija is a
potent spirit made widely in
Montenegro and across its borders in
Serbia, Croatia and other surrounding
countries, and comes in many guises – loza, which is made from
grapes, the equivalent of Italian grappa, and šljivovica, which is
made from plums, are two of the most common.
Often referred to as brandies (fruit brandies would be more
accurate) and sometimes described using the German word
schnapps, they are distilled from fermented fruit mash. Rakija
and other fruit brandies differ markedly from fruit-flavoured
brandies, which, as the name implies, have a fruit flavour added
to an existing grape brandy, instead of being distilled from the
fruit itself.
So, despite the similar name, Montenegrin rakija has nothing
in common with Turkish rakı, which (like ouzo in Greece) is made
with grape brandy flavoured with star anise. Popular rakija
versions in Montenegro include pear (kruška), apple (jabuka)
and quince (dunja). Travarica is made with herbs, medovača is
made by adding honey before maturation – and there are many
other varieties. You might find pear rakija with a whole pear in
the bottle – the bottles are placed over the fruit while it’s small
enough to fit through the neck of the bottle, and, when the fruit
is fully grown, pear and bottle are picked together, before the
distilled and matured pear rakija is poured in.
Small, semi-wild apples and pears are particularly coveted for
rakija making; loza is made entirely or mostly from the Vranac
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as an aperitif. You can also find bars that specialise in rakija and
in recent years the spirit has also found its way into cocktails.
While you can buy rakija everywhere from supermarkets to
duty-free shops (the latter offer rather nice decorative bottles),
the best rakija-buying experience is likely to be part of a wine
tour. Some vineyards around Crmnica, near Virpazar, also
produce exceptionally good rakija – the ones at the Buk and
Klisić wineries are particularly memorable.

RAKIJA IS GENERALLY
DRUNK NEAT – THE
BEST VERSIONS ARE
STRONG BUT SMOOTH
But the best rakija I’ve sampled in Montenegro was
from an old and decidedly unfancy bottle stashed in the boot
of someone’s car. The owner, who had just given me a lift over
a mountain pass near Andrijevica, offered me some of his home
brew. He asked whether I liked it.
I told him it was extremely good, at which he raised an arm,
took me around to the boot of the car, and dug out another
bottle: ‘Since you liked that one, now you’re going to try a really,
really good one!’
Wherever you decide to try Montenegro’s national
drink – if you haven’t sampled a good rakija, you haven’t been
to Montenegro.
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While The Chedi Luštica
Bay hotel is set to bring
five-star glamour to
Luštica Bay, its
atmosphere has been
carefully conceived to
offer a genuine home
from home, writes
laura tennant

luštica lifestyle

F EVER A HOTEL WAS PERFECTLY CONCEIVED
and designed for its environment, it’s The Chedi Luštica Bay.
Montenegro’s spectacular blend of rugged interior and Adriatic
Riviera gives visitors the opportunity to swim, soak up the sun
and ski, all within easy reach of Luštica Bay. The Chedi has taken
its cue from its host country, offering a mountain destination and
resort hotel where guests will be happy all year round.
‘Our brief was not to create a place to see and be seen,’ says
The Chedi’s interior designer Gauthier Guillaume, founder of
GG&Grace International. ‘Instead, we wanted to create a Zen
atmosphere, in which guests feel they have left behind the
stresses of everyday life as soon as they arrive.’
The guests will be eclectic, he adds. ‘People will visit from the
Arab world in search of fresher summers, and Europeans will
come for the sunshine. For winter, we’ve created a cosy
atmosphere, with a fire pit and a lobby bar. In the summer, there’s
the marina, the harbour and incredible views of the bay from
almost every one of our rooms.’
With 111 rooms, including 60 condominium studios, The Chedi
Luštica Bay will be one of the largest hotels in the Boka Bay area
and is set to bring five-star glamour to Luštica Bay. Amenities will
include two restaurants (more on which later), a bar, a ballroom,
conference and business facilities, an outdoor heated pool, a spa
and fitness centre with an indoor heated pool, a gym and some
very tempting resort shops.
Yet the emphasis is on barefoot luxury, not conspicuous
consumption. Like everything else in the resort, the hotel has
been designed to peacefully co-exist with the architecture of
Montenegro’s medieval towns and seaside fishing villages.
Italianate arches, terraces and red tiled roofs are reminiscent of
a Tuscan villa. At no more than three storeys tall, the hotel
appears to have been in situ forever. In East Asia the word ‘chedi’
is associated with meditation and everything about the hotel
fosters a sense of quiet tranquillity.
Inside, wooden beams in the lobby add to that feeling of
antiquity. Behind the reception desk the natural theme
continues, with wooden panelling featuring horizontal layers of
texture and colour ‘which reference the skyline and the sun
going down behind the mountains,’ says Gauthier Guillaume.
‘Our interiors are our art work,’ he adds. ‘We’re more likely to
add an iconic, hashtag-worthy feature like the hanging chairs in
the lobby next to the lift than an actual painting.’
ISSUE 2018
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THE CHEDI
INTERIORS have a
feeling of antiquity,
drawing on natural
wood and design
elements that
reference the
Montenegrin
landscape

or The Chedi’s Dutch-born general manager Marc De Ruijter,
smart tech is the perfect complement to GG&Grace
International’s mindful luxury. After a career working on
transitions, rebranding and launches for companies including
Marriot, Le Meridien and Starwood, he is steeped in the
hospitality business. Now he is relishing working for a smaller
organisation where he has ‘the freedom to drive the business, to
innovate and to implement the technology I want to introduce.’
Hotels, he says, used to be better-equipped than private
houses. But, he points out, ‘some of the larger chains have fallen
behind the tech that people have at home as a matter of course.
For example, our in-room technology means the smart television
set already knows the nationality of the guest and can configure
itself accordingly. In the gym, we make sure that, if the monitor
is playing MTV, the soundtrack is in sync with the channel, so
people aren’t listening to one thing and watching another, as is
so often the case.’
This high-tech approach extends to the guest bedrooms. ‘Our
light systems have memory settings so they record a guest’s
preferences – and we’ve designed them so you never have to
get back out of bed to turn off that one last light before going to
sleep,’ says Marc De Ruijter. ‘Equally, if you need to
get up in the night to visit the bathroom, we’ve created an
easily accessible night light which won’t disturb your partner. It’s
all about putting in the effort to make the guests’ experience
more pleasurable.’
Nor is The Chedi’s accommodation lacking in the more
traditional hotel conveniences. The espresso machine, kettle,
mini bar, double vanity basins in the bathroom, high-threadcount Egyptian cotton sheets and 400-gram terrycloth towels
are all present and correct. The Chedi’s entry-level rooms are a
spacious 45 square metres and the majority of rooms have sea
views and balconies with space for two sofas and side tables for
a leisurely outdoor breakfast or pre-dinner drinks.
Gauthier Guillaume, a Belgian national who worked with the
property developers the Candy brothers in London before
setting up his own award-winning interior design business in
Egypt and Dubai, points out that the modern hotel-goer ‘does
not want to spend hours in their room. Millennials want to be
connected wherever they are in the hotel – particularly in the
public spaces that multitask as places to work, network,
socialise, eat and drink.’
Which brings us to The Chedi’s dining offerings. Americanborn executive chef Steven Grande trained in South Carolina
before honing his craft at the Setai Hotel in Miami, Florida.
He then progressed through the culinary ranks in some of Asia’s
most idyllic resorts, becoming executive chef the Strand Hotel
in Yangon, Myanmar, and later at the multi-award winning Le
Touessrok in Mauritius.
‘Through my travels, for both leisure and work, I have found
there are always hidden gems from which to draw inspiration,’
says Steven Grande. ‘I’ve only been in Montenegro for a short
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MAKE THE CHEDI RESIDENCES
YOUR HOLIDAY-HOME INVESTMENT

period, but in that time I can already see that this is an amazing
part of the world. The local Montenegrins are extraordinary.
Local markets are buzzing even in the off-season.’
Some of the highlights, he says, are locally produced artisan
cheeses, dry-cured hams that rival some of the best from Italy
and Spain, olive oil harvested and pressed locally, and tomatoes
that are full of flavour. ‘Even though I anticipated a good
selection of fish and seafood here, the variety and quality totally
blew me away,’ he adds.
On his first visit to Tivat market, open daily during the
summer season and at weekends the rest of the year, he went
to buy some honey. ‘I met a very sweet elderly lady who has
LUSTICABAY.COM

A limited selection of The Chedi Residences are now available
for purchase, including studio units, exclusive one- and
two-bedroom suites and an outstanding top-floor corner
penthouse suite. All residences are fully furnished and
equipped to the highest standards.
Become an owner in The Chedi Residences to benefit from:
freehold ownership and guaranteed fixed-term rental leaseback
income potential through the pool rental programme
operated by the hotel
optional guaranteed fixed-term rental return or
revenue-share models
personal use during predefined periods
discounted tariffs during personal use periods
saving on various costs associated with regular
real-estate products
To enquire, visit lusticabay.com/the-chedi
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a beehive farm up on top of a mountain in the middle of the
country, selling local honey and honeycomb,’ he recalls.
‘She doesn’t speak a word of English but after some time she
invited us to come visit her farm and even offered us a room
in the old cottage she has there – it was such a sweet gesture
and really defines the general sense of hospitality among the
people here.’
The Chedi’s two restaurants will reflect both Montenegro’s
local bounty and Steven Grande’s Asian culinary expertise.
‘The Restaurant will serve breakfast and dinner, and will
feature a live, interactive show-kitchen-style breakfast buffet
with farm-fresh eggs, local cheeses and cured hams, and
traditional Montenegrin dishes alongside Western breakfast
specialities. Dinner in The Restaurant will be upscale casual,
with modern twists on traditional preparations using both local
and imported products.’
The Spot, serving lunch and dinner, will create a more
informal atmosphere. ‘It will feature, almost exclusively, local
food products that will be prepared using techniques from
around the world,’ explains Steven Grande. ‘There will be
elements of Asian flavours and cooking techniques, and western
European styles from Spain, Italy and France. Collaboration with
local producers will allow The Chedi to feature the best of what
Montenegro has to offer.’
The chef’s enthusiasm is infectious and his menus are
mouth-watering: think burrata with summer tomatoes and cured
ham; sea bream crusted with dried, ground local olives and
citrus peel; slow-cooked caramelised leeks with asparagus tips
and a poached farm egg; and Indonesian-style beef dendeng
with chilli, garlic and lime, to give just a few examples.
After all that delicious food (and wine) it’s just as well that
The Chedi spa is on hand for exercise, rest and relaxation.
Drawing on the healing traditions of the East, treatments include
massages, body polishes and bathing treatments, as well as a
fully equipped gym featuring the latest equipment.
With so many finely-judged elements to coordinate and
oversee, each one essential to the health and happiness of
guests, no wonder Marc De Ruijter feels like ‘a movie director
before Oscars night’. We suspect that The Chedi’s opening gala
will be a triumph – and no-one will want to go home when the
party’s over.
● To book, visit chedilusticabay.com
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THE RESTAURANTS
REFLECT LOCAL BOUNTY

EXECUTIVE
CHEF Steven
Grande has
honed his
skills around
the world

Experience The First
Via Ferrata in Montenegro
FROM UPSCALE TO INFORMAL, the dining offer at The
Chedi is based around the best that Montenegro has
to offer – with Asian and western European twists
LUSTICABAY.COM

Book your adventure

+382 67 017 056 | +382 67 888 887 | montagnabb@gmail.com

TAKE
TO THE
TRAIL
Forget the car and set out on
two wheels or on foot for a
close-up view of Montenegro’s
spectacular landscape.
rudolf abraham recommends
some perfect places for hiking
and biking

and the vast expanse of Lake Skadar on the other. These short,
local hikes fit well with a cultural visit such as the old town of
Stari Bar, which Undiscovered Montenegro owner Emma
Heywood describes as ‘the perfect place to kick back after a
hike with our guides to the summit of Rumija or through the
stunning Rikavac canyon, just behind the old town.’
Montenegro also offers some great cycling. For those in
search of inspiration or who want to go it alone, the PEDALAJ
website (pedalaj.me) is the single best source of information
on biking in Montenegro. BLACK MOUNTAIN
(montenegroholiday.com), based in Herceg Novi, has been
operating specialist outdoor holidays across the country for
more than a decade. One of the mountain-bike tours includes
the Luštica peninsula. ‘That’s a beautiful place to ride – pretty
quiet roads, lovely scenery and not too demanding in terms of
hills,’ says owner Hayley Wright. ‘Because Montenegro boasts
climate zones which go from Mediterranean coastline right up
to Alpine pastures and rugged mountain tops above the tree
line, you can choose to ride through virtually any type of terrain.’

MONTENEGRO’S VARIED TERRAIN means there are
routes to suit walkers and cyclists of all abilities, from
families to hardcore adventure seekers

IMAGES SUPPLIED BY: EMMA HEYWOOD, UNDISCOVEREDMONTENEGRO.COM; MONTENEGROHOLIDAY.COM

I

first hiked in Montenegro’s spectacular mountain
scenery back in 2004, lured by an old postcard
showing an aerial view of the Durmitor massif, which
I’d seen pinned to the wall of a hiking club in
neighbouring Croatia. It was quite some view, and
several guidebooks and many articles on
Montenegro later, I still find myself drawn back to
the landscapes of this extraordinarily beautiful
corner of Europe.
Durmitor is a superb hiking destination, a national park and
a Unesco World Heritage Site – a huge area of unspoilt
mountain scenery containing some of the country’s highest
summits, dotted with alpine lakes and slashed by one of the
deepest canyons anywhere in Europe.
Along with fantastic kayaking tours of Lake Skadar,
Virpazar-based UNDISCOVERED MONTENEGRO
(undiscoveredmontenegro.com) also takes guests on
trips to the mountains – to Durmitor, to Kučka krajina (a
rugged, jumbled area of peaks on the Albanian border) and
to their own, ‘local’ mountain, Rumija. Although it might not
be very high at only 1594m, Rumija makes for a wonderful
hike with amazing summit views, over the coast on one side

we l l b e i n g

While Durmitor is the country’s most popular hiking area, if
you want something more remote and undiscovered, then head
for Prokletije. This sprawling, jagged mass of mountains
straddling the borders of Montenegro, Albania and Kosovo is
jaw-droppingly beautiful, and offers some of the finest hiking in
southeast Europe, including the trans-border Peaks of the
Balkans route.
Prokletije was only very recently declared a national park,
Montenegro’s fifth. Head up the Grbaja Valley and watch the
surrounding peaks turn red in the evening light, or hike up
Volušnica for stupendous views of the Karanfili peaks.
ZALAZ (zalaz.me) is an excellent local tour operator
specialising in hiking tours, in Montenegro and over the border
into Albania. The staff’s knowledge of Prokletije is unmatched
– owner Vlatko Bulatović was one of the three local hiking
experts (one each for Montenegro, Albania and Kosovo) who
put together the route of the Peaks of the Balkans when the
trail was being developed.
There are established hiking trails all over Montenegro and,
particularly in popular hiking areas such as Durmitor, these are
exceptionally well marked. The best time to hike is from early
summer to autumn – you’ll find snow on some high slopes until
late June, and the first of the winter snowfalls generally arrive
by the end of October. Head inland for the best mountain
scenery, hiking and biking the country has to offer – there’s
plenty for families as well as hardcore adventure seekers.
ISSUE 2018
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Spa
escape
The Chedi hotels are known for world-class spas, says laura tennant, and
Luštica Bay looks forward to welcoming The Chedi’s very special offering

T

HE SPA TREATMENTS
at The Chedi hotels in Muscat and
Andermatt have become legendary –
and you can be sure that the offering
at The Chedi Luštica Bay
(chedilusticabay.com) will be equally
special. Choose from a range of treats,
including massages, indulgent Oriental
rituals, body polishes, beauty treatments, manicures and
pedicures – and The Chedi’s speciality, romantic bathing
ceremonies. These use local botanicals to deeply relax body
and mind after a day spent roaming Montenegro’s beautiful
countryside – or just chilling by the pool. For those who want
to kick-start or maintain a fitness regime, the spa also offers a
fully equipped gym featuring the latest equipment and
personal trainers for individual coaching. A pristine pebble
beach with fantastic views of the surrounding bay and the
Adriatic Sea is easily accessible from the spa.
Further afield, the spa at the Aman Sveti Stefan resort
(aman.com/resorts/aman-sveti-stefan) is reason enough to visit
this former fortress island. It offers spa treatments featuring
Adriatic sea salt and all-natural products indigenous to the
Montenegrin locale. The spa also has extensive facilities,
including a stunning heated indoor swimming pool (24 metres
long, with an eight-metre outdoor extension), a fully equipped
gym, a Pilates studio, and a dedicated yoga studio in a
separate house next to the beach. There are also three
hydrotherapy rooms with steam and sauna for private use,
plus relaxation areas.
Luštica Bay’s nearby sister development on Mamula island,
at the entrance to Boka Bay, is also set to be equipped with a
tranquil spa – all the more tempting for its serene location, far
from the stresses of everyday life. The resort opening is
planned for 2019; more news on progress at Mamula island will
be shared in future issues of Luštica Bay magazine.
The spa experience at The Chedi Luštica Bay (top and middle images above) is sure to be popular with
residents and visitors alike; the Aman Sveti Stefan resort spa (bottom image)
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golf

ON COURSE

CHAMPION
STATUS

Luštica Bay’s spectacular 18-hole course, designed by Gary Player,
brings world-class golf to Montenegro and is set to become one of
Europe’s finest golfing facilities

I

T HAS BEEN OVER A CENTURY SINCE GOLF WAS
played in Montenegro – the country’s first course opened in
1906 in Cetinje, but the onset of war put an end to fledgling
plans to introduce the sport. Now, however, Luštica Bay is
bringing international-standard golf to Montenegro – with
characteristic panache.
Luštica Bay will be home to Montenegro’s first 18-hole
championship golf course, set to become one of the finest
in Europe. It is poised in the very highest reaches of the site, in a
position that houses the archaeological remains of an ancient Austrian
military lookout post. This rugged hilltop setting is extraordinary, with
views across the Adriatic or Boka Bay from every hole, but the location is
only part of its allure. The course was designed by Gary Player, champion
professional golfer and world-renowned golf course architect, and his

THE LUŠTICA BAY
GOLF COURSE is one
of the most scenic
that Gary Player
has ever designed
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POISED IN THE VERY HIGHEST REACHES OF THE SITE,
the golf course occupies a position with spectacular
views across the Adriatic or Boka Bay from every
hole – an alluring location

apartments and townhomes, these properties will appeal to
serious golf enthusiasts and nature-lovers alike.
While the full golf course will not be completed for a little
while – a soft opening of parts of it is planned for the 2018
season – the practice range opens this summer, and, like the
course, overlooks spectacular sea views. Lessons are available
as well – perfect preparation for the regular summer
competition on the practice range, and, of course, for the
upcoming grand opening, which promises to be an event that
no golfer will want to miss.
Whether you plan to tackle the links or prefer to simply enjoy
the natural beauty of the site as you wander the extensive
network of pedestrian trails to the waterfront, this area of
Luštica Bay allows you to appreciate the local landscape to the
maximum. Active enjoyment of the outdoors, another Luštica
Bay hallmark, could not have a more appropriate setting.

THE COURSE WAS DESIGNED BY
GOLF CHAMPION GARY PLAYER – HIS
PERSONAL INVOLVEMENT SETS THE
SEAL ON ITS WORLD-CLASS QUALITY
personal involvement in the course’s development sets the seal
on its world-class quality.
The Luštica Bay course is definitely one of the most scenic
the Gary Player Design company has ever tackled, says Steven
McFarlane, vice president and senior designer. ‘It is a stunning
location, with incredible views. That is an intrinsic value the
course will always have. But it was challenging in terms of
topography as it’s extremely rocky and steep. We had to nestle
the holes into the land without making it look contrived – we
used a lot of technical tools to look at various options and avoid
too many uphill holes!’
With extensive expertise on steep sites in Korea, Japan and
China, Gary Player Design was an ideal choice for the
mountainous Luštica Bay course. The initial earthworks
programme took around six months longer than it might have
done on an easier site. However, the landscaping issues that
lead to these technical construction headaches make a key
contribution to the course’s appeal. ‘Those challenges pay
dividends at the end. You get variety and uniqueness rather
than just another golf course,’ says Steven McFarlane.
‘The course is not just visually stunning, but individual, to
excite the golfer – there are no repetitive holes or shots. It’s
visually stimulating and physically stimulating – a great place
for exercise.’
As with all projects at Luštica Bay, sustainability is a key
principle. Rock cut away to create the playing surface has been
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reused to construct retaining walls, or repurposed into gravel
and sand, not only recycling the rock itself but also reducing the
haulage of materials to the site. The rocky ground is also very
free-draining, meaning the course will shrug off heavy rainstorms
without damage – a natural advantage.
Irrigation is frequently an environmental challenge for golf
course designers, and the Luštica Bay course will rely on
treated waste water. ‘A lot of treated water is simply pumped
into the sea, which isn’t very efficient use,’ says Steven
McFarlane. ‘We will store it in a reservoir on the golf course and
pump it from there – that’s what we’re working on right now. The
grass we are using is salt-tolerant, which works well with treated
waste water.’
The hillside golf village alongside the course will offer
everything players could wish for – and non-players are catered
for too, with dining and retail space, a pool, tennis areas and
activity lawn. All Luštica Bay residents will be welcome, and a
300-room golf hotel and spa will draw visitors from all over the
world. Looking ahead, Montenegro’s appearance on the
international golfing circuit will intrigue and attract players, and
the course’s exceptional quality could well make a future venue
for world tournaments seeking new and exciting venues.
The golfing zone will also contain residential areas, designed
to respect the area’s natural beauty and evoke a village feeling
and sense of community, right down to details such as careful
landscaping with native plants. From exclusive villas to
LUSTICABAY.COM
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life

proper ty

as it should be
In our property section, we meet a happy homeowner, interview the
interior designer behind Luštica Bay’s trademark style, round up local
design talent and preview the properties now on offer for sale

meet

l u š t i c a l iv i n g

THE

HOMEOWNER
We continue our series of interviews with happy homeowners –
Luca Prencipe is already enjoying all that Luštica Bay has to offer

L

very high quality. The apartment is a great size, with
access to the rooftop as well.

UCA PRENCIPE IS ONE
of the first homeowners in
Luštica Bay. He lives in
Switzerland and bought his
property in 2014 when he
realised the apartment
would fit perfectly with his
retirement plans.

Why did you decide to buy a property?

I was looking for a place to live after I retire. I wanted
somewhere I could spend five or six months of the
year that allowed for friends to visit too.

Why did you choose Montenegro?

I had been looking for houses in areas like Portugal
and Panama when a friend recommended
Montenegro. I’m Italian and, to me, the way of life
appears very similar. I also wanted somewhere with
good weather all year round. Luštica Bay looked like
a realistic and worthwhile investment. There’s
something gorgeous about the bay, too. I fell in love
with it and knew it was where I wanted to live.

How did you find interactions with the staff of
Luštica Bay? I’ve communicated with the CEO of

the project throughout the construction and I’m
amazed at how much has been achieved since I
bought my apartment four years ago. All the dealings
with Luštica Bay were easy, much easier than anything
I would have found in Switzerland, as all the
communications were in English. When I visited
around Easter, I was also able to talk to the staff about
the ongoing project.

What do you like about your property?

The apartment itself is stunning. I knew I wanted a
top-floor apartment with a view over the bay, and
that’s exactly what I got. I think I’ve got the best view
in Montenegro. I was incredibly happy with the
construction of the apartment too. You can tell it’s of a
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THE APARTMENT IS STUNNING
– I knew I wanted a top-floor
apartment with a view over
the bay, and that’s exactly what
I got. I think I’ve got the best
view in Montenegro

What do you most enjoy about Luštica life?

I AM AMAZED at
how much has been
achieved since
I bought my
apartment four
years ago.All the
dealings with Luštica
Bay were easy

My favourite part of Montenegro by far is the
beaches. Almara Beach Club is particularly beautiful
– better than Saint-Tropez, in my opinion! Within the
resort itself, the main features I found attractive were
the marina and the golf course. My apartment is 200
metres from the marina, so I’m right by the facilities I
want to use the most. In the coming months, Luštica
Bay is also starting construction in Centrale, set to be
the centre of the community, which sounds exciting.

Which facilities do you appreciate the most?

I’m comforted by the fact that the resort is safe
because there’ll be constant security. The Chedi
Luštica Bay hotel is also useful, especially when
friends visit. I would even be interested in looking at
villas to buy in Luštica Bay as well, along with a boat to
keep on the marina.

Have you met a wide range of people at Luštica
Bay? Of the neighbours I’ve met, one is a doctor from

Switzerland and two are architects from London.
There certainly does appear to be a range of people
interested in Luštica Bay.

THERE IS SOMETHING
GORGEOUS ABOUT
THE BAY. I FELL IN
LOVE WITH IT AND
KNEW IT WAS WHERE
I WANTED TO LIVE
LUSTICABAY.COM
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INSIDE
STORY

LOCAL MATERIALS are used
to establish a strong
connection with the
natural environment and
the history of Montenegro.
Building facades are partly
in local stone, while a
Mediterranean sense of
style is achieved for the
interiors using wood, soft
lighting, pale colours,
careful detailing and
contemporary touches

Marija Pantović, Luštica Bay’s design manager, is responsible for setting
the tone of the interiors in the development’s properties and hotels
interview by clara knight
What is your role at Luštica Bay? My background is in architecture. I
have worked on the Luštica Bay project for five years and am currently
design manager, so I like to think I have grown with the
project. My main responsibility is to follow a project
from conception to completion. I ensure that project
teams meet both quality requirements and schedule
goals, and that the projects are in accordance with the
established Luštica Bay design standards. This applies
not only to residential buildings, but facilities within
the project, such as The Chedi Luštica Bay hotel.
The Chedi is the most challenging of my projects to
date. The first of our seven hotels, it will open in
summer 2018.
A five-star hotel, it will be unique in its harmonious
relation with the landscape and strong connection to
the sea, drawn from the characteristic qualities of
Montenegrin coastal villages, while delivering the
quality and experience of a luxury resort.

What are your main interior design principles? We are living in a
world where everything has already been seen, designed, thought out. It
is very hard to be unique in today’s digital world, where trends are global
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and every design can seem predictable and familiar. The key to successful
interior design is building an identity that creates differentiation, but
at the same time is fresh, creative, inspiring,
simple and functional.

Whenever possible, local materials are used to establish a strong
connection with the natural environment and the history of Montenegro.
Building facades are partly in local stone, while a Mediterranean sense of
style is achieved for the interiors using wood, soft lighting, pale colours,
careful detailing and contemporary touches.

How do you integrate Montenegrin features into
your designs? Montenegro is a small country full of

traditions. On the border of East and West, it is a
place where different cultural and religious influences
intersect. This has always been reflected in its
architecture and interior design. The Luštica Bay
project represents a modern interpretation of
traditional architecture. The buildings demonstrate the
use of simple forms in irregular compositions, which
are integrated in the steep terrain. The interiors
demonstrate a combination of rustic elements with
modern finishes, resulting in a unique architectural
style which looks rooted in history, with a
contemporary flair. One of the most challenging projects was
incorporating this ideology in The Chedi Luštica Bay hotel project, in
which we are combining the characteristic qualities of Montenegrin
coastal villages with the quality and experience of a luxury resort.
LUSTICABAY.COM

What are your main intentions for interior design at Luštica Bay?

We want to create houses where people not only want to stay for a
holiday, but also feel like home. We offer interiors in both contemporary
and classic styles. Our contemporary interior emphasises simplicity and
sophisticated modernity, while our classic style is ideal for a homeowner
seeking warm, grounded surroundings.
Both interiors combine wood textures, marble, granite and stone with
ceramic tiles in light and fresh colours. We offer open vistas to the sea
along with watercolours inspired by the coastal environment in our
artwork, fabrics and finishes.

What are the necessities for every home? Artwork, flowers – and a large
bathtub to relax in.

LUSTICABAY.COM
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directory
Whether you have a whole home to furnish or are seeking some unique
key pieces, our directory suggests some of the best local and international
interior design talent in Montenegro. compiled by clara knight

CREDO

Credo’s hand-fitted carpets are known worldwide. The brand
works with all-natural fabrics that are stylish as well as very easy
to maintain.
● Credo, Ulcinj, +382 (0)69 333 201, +382 (0)30 403 040,
credocarpets.com

LA GALLERIA

La Galleria gives the customer the opportunity to choose from
a range of furniture brands and designs for the home and the
kitchen, and offers a wide selection of materials and colours.
● La Galleria, Podgorica, +382 (0)69 206 602, +382 (0)20 260 211,
lagalleria.me

ENZA HOME

Bedding and home furniture from Enza Home, part of the
Yataş Group, demonstrate the importance of fresh colours and
classic styles. The wide selection of textiles ranges from
decorative pillows to bath towels and there are collections for
adults and for children.
● Enza Home, Podgorica, +382 (0)69 339 979,
enzahome.com/en-me

ARTEFACTO

Artefacto lends a helping hand from the initial design of your
ideal home to its installation. Using high-quality products and a
range of brands, Artefacto helps create a home tailored to you.
● Artefacto, Podgorica, +382 (0)20 220 597,
artefacto.rs

OLIVMONT

Made with pure ingredients such as essential oils and no
additives, Olivmont’s lightly scented olive oil soaps are gentle on
face, skin and hair.
● Olivmont, Bar, +382 (0)69 243 845,
olivmont.com

NP HOME

NP Home salons’ designs for the home draw on a range of
worldwide brands for all rooms, including the bathroom. The
company’s showrooms demonstrate its dedication to quality
products when creating chic room designs.
● NP Home, Bar, +382 (0)30 304 100,
nphome.me

LA CREDENZA

K DESIGN

Independent home decor boutique La Credenza makes it easy
to personalise your home with its unique decorative items.
Examples include footstools and display cabinets.
● La Credenza, Podgorica,

K Design’s handcrafted furniture is both comfortable and
durable. The products are made using quality fabrics and
materials and are ideal for both offices and homes.
● K Design, Podgorica, +382 (0)67 617 597,

facebook.com/lacredenzahome

facebook.com/kdhandcraftedfurniure

LA FLORET

OBJEKTA

La Floret offers a range of home decorations, including
handmade mirrors and upholstered chaises longues. If this isn’t
enough to spark your imagination, the knowledgeable staff will
be more than happy to discuss your ideal home and help you
achieve your own unique look.
● La Floret, Podgorica, +382 (0)67 500 342,

Objekta offers designs for every room in the house from a
range of award-winning brands. Along with furniture, Objekta
creates and produces hand-made doors, light fittings and
decorative wall paintings.
● Objekta, Radanovići, +382 (0)67 600 603, +382 (0)67 224 801,
objekta.me
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CLOCKWISE FROM BOTTOM LEFT Enza Home;
K Design; Objekta;Artefacto; NP Home; La Galleria
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THE
LUŠTICA BAY
PROPERTY
PORTFOLIO
Choose from stunning villas, family
townhouses, glamorous hotel
condominiums, part of The Chedi
Residences, and waterfront apartments
FROM ITS GOLF AND HILLTOP VILLAGES to its
communal town centre, Centrale, and the Marina Village and
portside promenade, Luštica Bay mirrors the style of a
traditional Montenegrin village. Embedded in a landscape of
sylvan mountains and pristine coastline, it has been designed
to reflect and protect the beauty that surrounds it.
Luštica Bay is an exemplar of the Orascom Development
Holding vision: ‘Life as it should be’. Here, as elsewhere, the
company has taken a sensitive and cohesive approach to
town development. Its sustainable destinations bring life to
the unique locations they inhabit and pioneer
environmentally sound initiatives that ensure Orascom
projects benefit the existing landscape as much as the local
community and culture.
The result is a unique expression of Mediterranean living,
uniting history and nature with world-class infrastructure, and
offering residents local cuisine, traditional architecture and
an authentic village atmosphere, as well as golf, shopping,
nightlife and five-star hotels.
Luštica Bay offers a range of properties, from villas,
townhouses and apartments to residences in The Chedi
Luštica Bay, the new five-star hotel, alongside year-round
amenities and activities. Residents become part of a
distinctive community that supports the region’s culture and
helps to preserve the unspoilt area around Trašte Bay.
Prospective buyers can now sample living in Luštica Bay
prior to making their purchase decision by booking an
Inspection Package, while a rental brokerage service
enables homeowners to rent their properties when their
apartments are not in personal use.
Properties still in the development stage offer buyers the
opportunity to choose fixtures and finishes to suit their own
individual taste, with flexible payment plans.

RUŽA VILLAS
The largest and grandest of the properties
available in the Luštica portfolio, the Ruža
villas embody all the charm of luxurious
living. Set in a secluded, exclusive position
on the hillsides overlooking the wide blue
Adriatic and surrounded by Mediterranean
greenery, they remain easily accessible – just
10 minutes from Tivat airport.
The foundations of the villas are raised
above the road for added privacy and each
has its own private driveway. Generously
built over three levels, their architecture
combines the regional vernacular with the
highest standards of design, technology and
sustainability. Red-hued tile roofs, stone
facades and arched windows are combined
with al fresco areas including gardens,
terraces and balconies – all offering
wonderful views of sea and sky.
An outdoor fireplace and a private pool
(if required) mean residents can take full
advantage of the views and climate.
Interior rooms are spacious and flooded
with light, providing open-plan living and

dining areas that lead out onto terraces and
balconies. All villas come with a generous
storage room and a garage area large
enough for two vehicles.
Villa Harmonija offers a living area of
350 square metres, a plot area of 750 square
metres, three bedrooms, four bathrooms,
and parking space for two cars.
Villa Gracija offers a living area of
approximately 420 square metres, a plot
area of 750 square metres, four bedrooms,
six bathrooms, and parking space for
two cars.
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ACCESSIBLE YET SECLUDED,
the Ruža villas embody all
the charm of luxurious living,
overlooking the wide blue
Adriatic and surrounded by
Mediterranean greenery

CENTRALE HOMES
The Centrale area of Luštica epitomises
Orascom’s belief in developing sustainable
communities, with year-round infrastructure
and facilities, and generous and elegantly
designed public spaces. A commercial and
administrative hub, cultural centre, verdant
haven and gathering space, Centrale
promises to be the new focal point for
community life at Luštica Bay and the
surrounding area.
Set among ancient pine trees, Centrale
will echo the traditional villages of the area.
Its centre will enclose a blend of apartments,
shops, restaurants, bars, public services and
cultural centres, set among courtyards, parks
and green spaces.
The first development phase will see the
construction of a school for 180 students, a
community space, a supermarket, a
healthcare centre and a local police and fire
emergency station. The latter stages of
development, yet to be finalised, anticipate a
hospital or healthcare facility and a higher
education institution.
Centrale’s residences vary from studios to
three-bedroom apartments, covering 45 to
110 square metres of space. Large, airy
windows take full advantage of the scenery.
Comfortable living areas are planned to
make the best use of space with connected
kitchen and dining zones. The rooms flow
naturally into balconies, open terraces and
courtyards, making for seamless indooroutdoor living.

THE CENTRALE AREA
EPITOMISES ORASCOM’S
BELIEF IN SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITIES
ISSUE 2018
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RESIDENCES AND TOWNHOUSES TO SUIT ALL TASTES

MARINA VILLAGE RESIDENCES

The residences in the Marina Village are all located in the seafront marina hub – the very heart and soul of
Luštica Bay. Our residences embody old-world nautical charm, and are equipped with all modern amenities.
With balconies facing the sea, they have immediate access to the beach, and benefit from close proximity to the
restaurants, bars and shops in the marina promenade.
Each residence has its own unique floor plan, designed to reflect the local architecture.
● Marina Village residences floorplans: 63 to 165 square metres

THE CHEDI RESIDENCES are an astute choice; fully furnished and equipped to the highest standards, they
represent not only a beautiful and desirable holiday home but also a solid investment opportunity

THE CHEDI RESIDENCES
The Chedi Luštica Bay, set to become the
hottest new attraction in Montenegro,
welcomes its first guests in July 2018. With 111
rooms, including 60 condominiums, it will be
one of the largest five-star hotels in the Boka
Bay area and will include everything you’d
expect from a world-class hotel (for more,
see our feature on p66).
Guests will be able to take advantage of
two restaurants, a bar, a ballroom,
conference and business facilities, an
outdoor heated pool, a spa and fitness
centre with an indoor heated pool, a
gymnasium and a variety of boutiques.
The Chedi Luštica Bay enjoys a prime
waterfront location within the Luštica Bay
marina, with direct access to an adjacent
sandy beach, so guests will be able to
unwind in complete tranquillity as they enjoy
spectacular Adriatic sea views. The hotel
design represents a modern interpretation
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of Montenegro’s vernacular architecture,
grounded in a strong sense of identity and
place. Interiors use marble, glass, timber
and ceramic in a neutral colour palette to
invite the outdoors in, creating spaces that
are light, open and make the most of the
surrounding views.
A limited selection of The Chedi
Residences is now available for purchase,
including studio units, exclusive one- andtwo bedroom suites and an outstanding
top-floor corner penthouse suite. All
residences are fully furnished and equipped
to the highest standards. Owners of The
Chedi Residences will be able to enjoy all of
the hotel’s amenities and services.
As part of The Chedi Luštica Bay hotel
complex, The Chedi Residences are an
astute choice, combining both holiday home
and investment opportunity.
By becoming an owner in The Chedi

Residences, you will benefit from:
● freehold ownership and guaranteed
fixed-term rental leaseback
● income potential through the pool rental
programme operated by the hotel
● optional guaranteed fixed-term rental
return or revenue-share models
● personal use during predefined periods
● discounted tariffs during personal use
periods
● savings on various costs associated with
regular real-estate products

TOWNHOUSES

Our Marina townhouses offer all the seclusion you’d expect from a luxurious private dwelling and are ideally
suited to families. Each covered with a stone facade, their design is perfectly in keeping with the local
Mediterranean vernacular. They include two to three bedrooms on the upper floors and a living area on the
ground floor; each has a terrace with magnificent vistas over the bay and extensive living and entertaining space.
Other facilities include a covered garage space, a generous front garden and delightful sea-view terraces on
each level.

Discover the pleasures of a rare and precious
lifestyle by taking advantage of the signature
services and exclusive amenities available to
the owners of The Chedi Residences at
Luštica Bay, Montenegro.
● Condominium floorplans: from studios (49
square metres) to suites (117 square
metres) to penthouse (175 square metres)
LUSTICABAY.COM

● Townhouse floorplans: 130 to 190 square metres
MARINA TOWNHOUSES are ideal for families, waterfront living and entertaining
LUSTICABAY.COM
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LOCAL TALENT
– AT A GLANCE
The insider insights and recommendations from this issue of
Luštica Bay magazine, gathered together into one convenient list

Best boutiques
The stores with more

Feral, Budva, +382 (0)68 506 811
Izvor, Budva, +382 (0)68 468 114
Kaldrma, Stari Bar, +382 (0)67 846 404
Mala Barka, Kalimanj, Tivat, +382 (0)68 678 578
Miško, Ada Bojana, Ulcinj, +382 (0)69 022 868
Pub Bandiera, Kotor, +382 (0)69 199 164, bandiera.me
Ribarsko Selo, Herceg Novi, +382 (0)69 149 119,
ribarskoselo.com
Vino Santo, Tivat, +382 (0)67 851 662, vinosanto.me

Out and about

Enjoying the outdoors is key to the Luštica
Bay philosophy, so why not take a tour?
Artefacto

Artefacto, Podgorica, +382 (0)20 220 597,
artefacto.rs
Cattnes Couture, instagram.com/cattnes_couture
Credo, Ulcinj, +382 (0)69 333 201, +382 (0)30 403 040,
credocarpets.com.
Enza Home, Podgorica, +382 (0)69 339 979,
enzahome.com/en-me
K Design, Podgorica, +382 (0)67 617 597,
facebook.com/kdhandcraftedfurniure
Kod Stare Masline, Stari Bar
La Credenza, Podgorica,
facebook.com/lacredenzahome
La Floret, Podgorica, +382 (0)67 500 342,
facebook.com/LaFloretDecor
La Galleria, Podgorica, +382 (0)69 206 602, +382 (0)20 260 211,
lagalleria.me
Lappa, Kotor, lappa.me
NP Home, Bar, +382 (0)30 304 100,
nphome.me
Objekta, Radanovići, +382 (0)67 600 603, +382 (0)67 224 801,
objekta.me.
Olivmont, Bar, +382 (0)69 243 845, olivmont.com

Top tables
and buzzing bars

Mountain vista

Black Mountain, montenegroholiday.com
Undiscovered Montenegro, undiscoveredmontenegro.com
Zalaz, zalaz.me

To discover

Find out below about the other
recommendations in this issue
Cetinje
Monastery

The best food, drink and atmosphere
Adriatica, Herceg Novi, +382 (0)67 871 113
Almara Beach Club, Tivat, +382 (0)67 170 017, almara.me
Aragosta, Ulcinj
Bokeški Gušti, Prčanj, Boka Bay, +382 (0)67 864 313
Casper Bar, Budva, +382 (0)33 402 290,
facebook.com/casper.budva
Demidžana, Budva, +382 (0)33 455 028,
restaurant-konoba-demizana.business.site

LUSTICABAY.COM

Cetinje Monastery, Cetinje
Modern Gallery of Budva, Budva, +382 (0)33 451 343
National Museum of Montenegro, Cetinje, +382 (0)41 230 310,
mnmuseum.org
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contact

what
happens
now?

COME AND
SEE US
Arrange a site visit. Our sales team will take
you for a spin around the grounds – and share
the coastal views with you from our boat. We’ll
show you every available location to let you
check out the view from your new windows,
and our Inspection Package means you can
sample living in Luštica Bay before you make
your decision to buy.

MAKE OUR HOUSE
YOUR HOME
This, of course, is the tricky part:
which to choose? But once you’ve settled
on a spot – in the midst of the action or
overlooking it – and size – family villa or
apartment for one – all you need to do is
decide which style you prefer; classic or more
contemporary. Our design team are always
on hand to help.

Shopping & Dining in Luštica Bay
START
LIVING

A solid real-estate investment that benefits the
environment and local economy, and a new
home that gives you an entrée into a living,
breathing, organically growing community and
healthy lifestyle? Clearly, once you’ve
purchased your property, there’s little more
to do than congratulate yourself and pour
yourself your first sundowner on that
bougainvillea-filled terrace. Cheers!

BOOK A VISIT
LUŠTICA DEVELOPMENT AD, RADOVIĆI, MONTENEGRO
+382 77 200 104
info@lusticabay.com | lusticabay.com

Ivana Ma. London

Urban Bistro Sea View

Summer dresses, photography,
home decor

Urban style restaurant, coastal ambience

Burevestnik
Leading specialists in yacht sales,
charter and management

Sea Forest
Sophisticated restaurant
and artisan wine shop

Bred d.o.o.
Irresistible baked treats

Giljača Wines Wine Bar
Hand-picked wines
in a distinctive setting

New Esthetic Beauty Salon
Mediterranean beauty starts here

Una Montenegro
Watersports, fishing, tours and adventures

Exclusive Selection Supermarket by Voli
Fresh and local produce on your doorstep

Luxor
Kids fashion & clothes

Leandro
Selected jewelry from Montenegrin
and international designers

